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ABSTRACT 
Th-i^ o^ gh the investigation entitled "A Study of Certain 
Personality Characteristics of Satisfied and Dissatisfied 
Individuals", an attempt has been made to extract the phenomena 
of satisfaction from its philosophical moorings and place it on 
an empirical base. 
Connotations given to the t'erm' sa ti sf ac t ion have hiohlighted 
it as a "state"' arid as a "goal", bat satisfaction as a "process" 
and in terms of dynamics involved has not been given 
consideration. The very limited number of studies that exist in 
the area have been concerned with investigating factors like sex, 
age and economic well - being as determinants of satisfaction. It 
was felt that an understanding of dynamics can be achieved if the 
locus of study is shifted to the individual, rather than 
positioned at the level of distal stimuli, and the intervntion 
of person - specific characteristics in processing;, iand 
i^influencing) the environment - related stimuli is appreciated. 
Personality factors appeared to be the most logical expression of 
person - specific characteristics. Through a study of pt .-sonality 
configurations and characteristics of sastisiirij .?n! 
dissastisfied persons, the phenomena of 
pr e dor>i n0 n L 1 }• su b iec t i ve in its conno L ar i on 
o c] L 1 r i 
diverted into the empirical channel. 
The dependent variable in -G-HT study was satisfaction. 
Personality factors together with sex, age and S-E-S constituted 
the :>ndependent variables. 
Cattell's 16 PF scale was used to measure personality 
factors and satisfaction was measured through a duly modified 
version of Cantril's self anchoring technique. 
The work of Grichting (1983), Veroff (1962) had pointed 
towards the unidimensional bipolarity of satisfaction. We 
therefore, defined dissatisfaction as "low satisfaction". The 
"satisfied" and "dissatisfied" groups were consequently 
identified in terms of high,and low scores on satisfaction. 
In view of the fact that understanding the process of 
satisfaction would be made more meaningful if the nature of 
experiences associated with satisfaction was also considered, the 
experiences reported as satisfying were classified in terms of 
'self-oriented' and 'other-oriented'. 
The issues and concerns of our investigations led to the 
formulation of the following hypotheses -
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1. Individuals who perceive themselves as satisfied differ 
in their personality confiRii ration from those who 
perceive themselves as dissatisfied. 
2. Certain personality traits contribute significantly to 
the experience of satisfacion/dissatisfaction . 
3. Men and women differ in terms of their satisfaction/ 
dissatisfaction. 
4. Individuals falling in the higher age groups differ 
from those in the lower age groups in terms of 
sat is faction/dissatisfaction. 
5. Individuals belonging to the high socio-economic 
status group differ from those belonging to the low 
S-E-S group in terras of satisfaction/dissatisfaction. 
6. There is a difference amonst men and women in the 
nature of experiences contributing to satisfaction. 
7. There is a difference between the high and low age 
groups in the nature of experiences contributing to 
satisfaction. 
There is a difference between high SP]S grouo and low 
5ES groun m th 
satisfaction. 
e nature of experiences contributing to 
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The personality con f i ;; u r,) t : ons oi I he S.it i,sli(>(i aiwi 
Dissatisfied groups were compared rhroi]j;li llx' ' o c 1 I i r; j c ii i of 
profile similarity. The rp (coefficient of profile similarity) 
was computed between the "Average satisfied group" and the two 
extreme "roups also, to provide a comprehensiveness to this 
comparison. 
Multiple regression analyses were conducted to study if 
personality variables were predicting satisfaction/ 
dissatisfaction in the sample as a whole and amongst men and 
women and in the various age groups. 
"Satisfaction" was also studied in relation to sex, age and 
S-E-S variables. t - values were computed for the intergroup 
comparisons. 
The difference amongst the groups in terms of the nature of 
experiences associated with satisfaction was measured by 
computins chisquare values for seii-oriented experiences and 
other-oriented experiences in the various aroups. 
The profile similarity analysis between the various groups 
particularly between satisfied and dissatisfied oroups o 
subiects has raised iiiportant concer. tual issues, 
confound rattier than clarify arc rotall. in order a 
• r. t; :i ' r at 
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stages of a work, and the need to understand the satisfaction-
dissatisfaction continuum through fresh methodology and 
techniques is called for. 
Two personality variables namely Intelligence and Parmia 
(venturesome, bold, low susceptability to threat) emerged to be 
significant predictors of satisfaction-dissatifaction in our 
sample. Some variations in terms of sex and age were observed, 
suggestive of the fact that some other variables seem to come up 
in specific groups, (though not to a significant level in terms 
of their unique contribution) and in forth-coming investigations 
they could be taken up meaningfully. 
Sex and age groups did not differ in terms of satisfaction 
scores, but in terms of the S-E-S scores we observed a 
difference, in an unexpected direction. 
The lowest S-E-S group (family income below Rs.lOOO/- per 
month) showed a significant difference in the mean satisfaction 
score in relation to three higher S-E-S group. The particular 
nature of the situation (academic environment placing greater 
importan e on excellence and brilliance compared to material 
possessions) could possibly be responsible for the low income-
grou- .ubiects, who were all scholarship holders and self earn 
p r o q r n - - e p a r t i c ^  n a n t s . for s h o w i n ;• the Ti e a n s c o r c n in 
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satisfaction. It appears that sex, age and S-E-S per so do not 
intervene significantly in the experience of satisfaction, 
rather, the dynamics generated through them are important, for 
we find that in changed situational contexts their impact on the 
experience changes. 
In terms of the specific nature of experiences reported as 
satisfying there was a difference amongst the sex-groups and age-
groups, but none among the S-E-S groups. Gender role differences, 
and distinctive expectations arising therefrom play an important 
role in determining "world view" and nature of experiences, 
accounting for this difference amongst sexes. Age also carries 
with it specific problem and demands which affect the 
experiential frame of reference, thereby accounting for this 
difference. 
It is essential that a phenomena of such great significance 
to the human being as satisfaction undoubtedly is be studied 
seriously and 
(a) more broad-based investigations as opposed to 
studies confined to academic environs, be taken 
up . 
(b) TTiodels based on theoretical contentions be 
formulated and tested. 
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( c ) an attitude of accepting the c h a 1 1 (^  n j; e to s t u (] y 
subjective realities within an erapirical 
framework be generated. 
(d) intervention strategies based on factual 
information be formulated to give help to the 
dissatisfied and unhappy. 
The investigation has provided valuable direction for 
further work by highlighting areas of doubts, conceptual as well 
as methodological and by providing some basic information about 
personality factors associated with satisfaction 
dissatisfaction together with drawing attention to the unique 
manner in which economic factors may function in certain 
contexts. 
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CHAPTER - 1 
T S O B U C T I O N 
The story of man's quest for happiness and satisfaction 
begins at the very beginning of time. Milton, in his "Paradise 
Lost** depicts how Adam, though residing amidst the boundless Joys 
and pleasures of Eden, experiences a vague restlessness and 
dissatisfaction, and while engaged in a lengthy dialogue with God 
suddenly blurts out (no doubt taking the Almighty unawares) 
in solitude, what happiness 7" 
Thus, much before exploring the unknown, physical universe, 
man set forth on his Journey towards self exploration and self 
understanding and the most primary and proainent concern which 
eaerged out of this exercise was the knowledge and appreciation 
of a phenoaeaa one may loosely call happiness, sense of well 
being or satisfaction, coupled with the realisation of an urgency 
to strive towards its attainment* 
Perhaps because this striving is so Inextricably woven into 
the very deep core structures of the huaan psyche, that its 
existence has from the beginning been accepted as an inevitable 
reality of huaan life. Absence of any doubt with regard to its 
centrality for the huraan being has probably been the reason for 
Ita virtual exclusion from the Issues and concerns traditionally 
taken up by psychologists and it is just in the preceding two 
decades that one finds the phenomena entering the psychological 
domain, that too at the molar level of encompassing distal 
stlstuli (socio-economic, political, cultural) rather than the 
relatively 'molecular' focus of studying the individual, his 
characteristics and behavioural dynaraics, Of course, one reason 
is that considering the totally experiential and predominantly 
subjective nature of the phenomena, the psychologist may 
(justifiably) feel wary of stepping in the area, which may well 
prove to be as precarious as a patch of quicksand. The aftermath 
of the behaviourist tradition has nade us suspicious of phenomena 
that smell so strongly of subjectivity, but thankfully the 
pendulum which at the childhood and adolescent stages of a 
science swings to extremes of opinions and positions, is settling 
down in the balanced middle where, within the Halts and 
fraoevork set by the scientific method. all phenomena of 
pertinence and significance to the human being are accepted as 
worthy subjects of study. 
Primarily because the phenomena formed almost exclusively a 
part of philosophical and literary deliberations, there was a 
fluid use of terminology and terras like satisfaction, happiness, 
coateatmnet etc were used interchangeably, and though 
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dttfinltioas and meanings were expounded* by and large a belief In 
the synoaymltjr of the terms appears to be laipllcit. Broadly 
speaking, all positive emotional experiences inclttdlng relatively 
brief ones like Joy and pleasure and the aore pervasive, longer 
lasting ones, like happiness and satisfaction have been discussed 
at different tlaes under any of the heads. To this list may be 
added the term exuberance', used by Paul Kurtz in his 
**£xuberences A Philosophy of Happiness", to Indicate what he 
calls "one species of the form of happiness". But of all the 
terms used to indicate this positive experience, happiness and 
satisfaction occur most frequently, happiness being used the more 
often. Even as recently as the 1980's,the substitutive usage can 
be clearly seen-the classic work of Hadley Cantril (1965), using 
the term huoan satigi^ i>ct,loa is reported by Kankiss, 1980,using 
the term huaanhapplfiess for no distinction in the connotation 
appears to have crystallised. There is nothing unusual about this 
overlapping usage, for the phenomena has only recently been 
subjected to the scientific grind. It is customary to initially 
attribute some vaguely circumscribed meaning to a term and 
subsequently elsrify as well as specify it by more research and 
reflection. Empirical researches are coming up which will help to 
expound the concepts more convincingly. If the present 
investigstion can contribute a drop in the ocean, it will have 
served its purpose. 
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A v«lid quastion in the face of absence o£ clarity vould be 
why the Investigator preferred the ter^ satisfaction to 
happineas* Is the choice of the teres based on eoneiderations of 
concept and definition or is it just incidental one word had to 
be choaen, and the dice fell in favoar of aatisfaction? 
It ahould be clearly stated at the outset that the term 
•atiafaetioB haa been deliberately preferred by the Investigator 
for very valid reaaona* A thorough evaluation of existing 
literature eoovincea us that the semantic and pragaatic 
pecttliaritles of the term 'happlnese' places limitations on its 
applicability to aspects of hustan experience vhich the 
inveatigator wiahea to study, vhile the term satisfaction is free 
froa such constraints. This will be amply clear from the 
paragraphs that follow in which the investigator will atteapt to 
expound the meaning of satisfaction. 
The term aatisfaction is sost coasonly used to indicate a 
state of need fulfilaent which according to the hoaeostatic aodel 
of Aotivation ia a state which is achieved when the organise 
after departing substantially fron one of its reference standards 
in some need dlQeaaioo, returns to the equllibrius state after 
appropriate activity. The point to be specially noted in this 
iBOdel is that the state of equillbriua, denoting need 
aatisfaction is a state which the individual does not want to 
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Change, It Is pursly locldental that in the normal course of 
living, the state of balance inevitably changes and the activity 
is resuaed, but speaking theoretically, considering only the 
thematic content of the aodel. if this state was perchance 
peraanent, the individual vould continue to experience 
satisfaction uninterruptedly and vould do nothing to change this 
state. 
Satisfactioa conceived within the fraaevork of this aodel 
leaves auch to be desired for it visualizes the huaan being as a 
totally biological organisa governed by a aeehanical aystea of 
deaaad and supply* The aodel is totally untenable not because 
need fulfilaent is uniaportaati but because it overlooks and 
sidetracks aany pertinent and relevant aspects of huaan 
behaviour* Vith regard to the huaan organisa the concept of 
satisfaction and dissatisfaction operates beyond the limits of 
aere need fulfilaent* The huaan being with his physical, social 
and psychological repertoire of liaitless possibilities 
functions at a coaplex, subtle level* Satisfaction for hla cannot 
be understood as aere drive reduction although drive reduction 
undoubtedly is a very important part of its picture since 
fulfilaent of certain basic needs is a pre-requislte for 
survival. However beyond a basic level of need satisfaction, 
satisfaction for huaans becoaes a relative concept, dependent 
aora upon social and psychological realities^ experiences. 
aspirations* achl«veBent8, f««rs and concerns than on any 
lavantoriad needs. Terms like hoaeostasis and cognltiTe 
dlsaonanee may be useful in describing certain limited phases of 
human behaviour but both these accounting models fall far short 
of the mark hj overlooking the larger context of the more 
enduring, overriding characteristics of man. This over-riding 
characteristic is designated by Cantril (1965) as a capacity 
unique to the human species namely the capacity to experience 
satisfactions that are permeated vith value overtones. This leads 
him to explore, experiment and extend the range of his behaviour 
to enrich and heighten his value satisfactions together with 
ensuring the repeatability of the satisfaction already 
experienced. What Polanyl observes as the 'desire for tension' 
the 'craving for mental dissatisfaction' and the essential 
restlessness of the human mind which calls ever-again in question 
any satisfaction that it may have previously achieved, are 
fundamentally due to the fact that this tension and restlessness 
are by products of the built In desire of man to enrich the 
value satisfaction of living and are instrumented by man's 
Inventive and creative capacities. 
Allport (1961) has expounded the point succinctly when he 
explains why the tension reduction model of the human personality 
is only partially correct becauae it does not account for most of 
the healthy person's motivation. True, human beings need to 
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msiiitaia a eertaln l«Tal of satisfaction of th« biological dritras 
bttt Allport goas en tha aay that haalthy haman baiags hava a 
coatinaoua naad for variaity and challengas. They saak oat saw 
axpariancas, taka risks aad axplera now things. All thia aetiirlty 
prodacas tansion« Allport baliavad, that only through thasa aav 
tanaion prodaciag axpariaaeas and risks can huaan beinga grov. 
Hiatorjr records nanj individuals who vmre not content vith a 
rotttina axistanca that of farad no variatjr and noainal tension. We 
all know of people who have forsaken pleasnre aad security for 
goals like patrlotisa, who eabrace danger by participating 
voluntarity and joyfully in activitiaa like car racing and 
akidiving. Why do they do theae things? It Is not to reduce 
tension bat to inceasa it* At no tiae does the individual stop 
his atruggle of trying to reach goala for when he attains soae 
particular goal, he sets new ones. Allport considers of great 
iaportanee this need of inventing motives if existing ones 
turn out to be Insufficient or no longer appropriate aad he 
propoaed the principle of 'organising the energy level' which 
auggests that the mature healthy person constantly needs aotives 
of sufficient strength aad vitality to eonsuae his energiea. The 
lack of aeanlttgful, eonstruelve goals to consume energies, 
results in pathological and dissatisfying states. Allport's 
theory of aotivation of the healthy peraonality also includes the 
principle of mastery and competence which holda that it is not 
sufficiently satisfying for mature, healthy persons to perfora or 
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aelil«T« at a«diocr« or a«r«l]r adequate lavels. Rather, chey are 
drlvea to perfora as veil as they possibly can, to attain high 
levels of ooapeteaee and mastery in striving to satisfy their 
aotive. 
Rogers (1961) reiterates the views contained in the 
preceding paragraphs vhea he points out that the goal of life, is 
not sinply the aaintenance of a hoaeostatic balance or a high 
degree of ease and eoafort, but growth and enhanceaent. Our 
direction is forward,toward the goal of increased coaplexity of 
functioning, so that we may beeoae all that we are capable of 
becoaing. It aay be noted that the goal of increased coaplexity 
aubsuae a high level of tension rather than reduction of tension. 
Maslow's (1970) theory of the hierarchical organisation of 
needs and their satisfaction has received wide acclain over the 
years* The aost distinctive aspect of his theory is the 
identification of B->needs in contrast to the S-neads, The 
deficiency or D-aotivation is aotivation to aake up for soae 
deficiency in the organlsa. For exaaple, if we have gone soae 
tiae without food there is a deficit in the body, which produces 
pain and discoafort, both physical and psychological. A tension 
level is induced in the organisa, which it is aotivated to 
reduce. This kind of motivation is designed to attain soaething 
we lack. Deficiency motivation refers not only to the 
physiological seeds bat to the needs for safety, belonging and 
love, and esteea as well. These are the lover needs and they 
Motivate OS to attain soaething specific which we lack. The B-
aotlvatlon or being - motivation refers to what may be called 
growth aotlvation, what Maslow called netaBOtivation, The prefix 
'Heta' aeaas 'after' or 'beyond', and metamotivation moves 
beyond the traditional idea of aotlvation, suggesting a state in 
which motivation plays no role at all. 'The highest motive' 
Maslow wrote,'is to be unmotivated and nonstriving'. The goal of 
metaaotlvatlon la to enrich and enlarge the experience of living, 
to increase the Joy and ecstasy of being alive* The ideal is to 
increase tension through new, challenging and diverse 
experiences. Among the B~needs can be named needs for truth, 
goodness, beauty, unity, justice, order and so on. 
A totally different approach to human need satisfaction is 
afforded by Frankl(1962). Victor Frankl departs from Maslow, 
Roger, Allport and ether theorists who have emphasised the growth 
of the self through achieving self realization or self 
actualisation on the fundamental point that the culmination of 
the highest human motive at the level of the self does not touch 
upon the highest peaks and levels of satisfaclon that man is 
cspable of. A view in which the human striving is to establish a 
condition or state within the self (whether for power, pleasure 
or actualization) depicts the person as a closed system concerned 
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not with lat«r«ctlofi vith th« real worl4 or other persons but 
only vltb the self, the puraolt of a goal exclusively wlthlis the 
self is, Fraakl believes, self defeating. In Fraakl's systea, 
called logotherepy, there is oae fttadaaeatal aotlvatioa, the will 
to aeaaiag which is so powerful that it is capable of 
overshadowiag all other husan aotlvatloa* The search for neaning 
eaa be a perplexin$ and challeaging task, and one which increases 
not decreases inner tension. In fact, Frankl sees tension 
increase as a prsorequisite for satisfaction and psychological 
health* Re goes so far as to say that a life devoid of tension, 
a life oriented toward stability and equilibrium of internal 
tension is dooaed to noogenlc neurosis. Perhaps it was this 
uninterrupted and prologed stability which provoked the lines--
A 
** Crushed dreans and eaerueiating heartaches, 
Believe the saoothness of aonotony 
The saae things happening. 
So secure, so aaddening...... 
Frankl is particularly lucid when he talks of the huaan striving 
for pleasure, happiness or satisfaction, stating that the aore we 
deliberately strive for pleasure, the less likely we are to find 
it, satisfaction cannot be pursued and captured, it follows 
naturally and spontaneously from fulfilling meaning, froa 
attaining a goal outside the self. He therefore talks of self 
traaseendance and not self aetualixation. 
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Th« Idaa of happiaeas being attainable through activities 
beyond the aelf under lies an intereating programae, not 
Inappropriately called the 'Unself Progrararae' advocated by 
Villian Strong (1974). The tero *unsel£' is coined to streas the 
noaetherneaa of society and involves sharing through patterned 
reactions and developing the unself through exercises in role 
playing and empathy so that 'separateness is overcose*. According 
to Strong through varioua kinda of such 'outward turning' 
happinesa and satiafaction can be achieved, 
Henry Hurray (1938), while applying the tens press to those 
elenents in the environment which facilitate or impede the 
individual in satisfying his naeds, points out that sooetimes an 
individual deliberately creates a need in order to enjoy tension 
reduction, suggesting that not only the goal of tension reduction 
namely pleasure is important but the process itself seems to have 
appeal for the individual* This is an intereating point and will 
help ua to formulate a comprehansive concept of satisfaction. 
It is not necessary to espouse in totality the theoretical 
framework suggested by the above quoted psychologists• to 
conclude that the concept of human satisfaction cannot be 
confined within the tension reduction model. Such an exercise 
would be like squeezing a structure of gigantic proportions into 
a very limited space and conaequently distorting it in the 
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attempt. 7h«t a coaplex isteractioa of biological, social, 
ps^rchologtcal, tertiary, ceatral, shortterm, longtera factors 
4ttt«rBiR« huiaan aatlsfaetion Is tindeniabla. It is alao undeniable 
that aatiafaetioa la not laerely the exparienelng of plaasuro— 
th« hadoRlatlc moilai ia o&ly partly true is the face of aountin^ 
evidence that teaalaa is a& easeatial ingredient o£ the fully 
functioaiag person. An iisportant queation would be what level of 
tension? Frankl would insist that as long as the individual was 
able to perceive meaning in the tension, even if it has reached 
to the level of censing aente suffering, he was in a position not 
only to cope with it hut to find a sense of fulfilment through 
it. His experiences as prisoner in the Macl concentration camps 
at Auschwita and IDaehau convinced him that '*he who has a will to 
live can bear with alaost any How"(Hi«tache). But logic and 
theory sound though they he, maj suffice in the case of 
ffletaphyaical iseuea hut are poor substitutes for eicpirical 
evidence in the study of human hehavioural diuensions. 
Since there is a profusion of theoriaing in the area of 
happiness and satisfaction with hardly any supporting evidence, 
we fftuet draw out froa the theoretical structure pertinent iasues 
which help to build the concept on a sound, empirical heals. 
Ve isust attetspt to understand the concept of satisfaction, 
not in a fragsented forss, but as an integrated concept, taking 
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Into coasidtration that by aatlsfactioa is seant - (a) a state 
•xperianced by the ladlvldul (b) a process In which the dynamic 
configurations of aany factors and conditions are involved and 
(c) it is a goal towards which all huaan beings aspire. The 
qualification of huaan aspiring towards the goal is necessary 
because ve have adopted the view that satisfaction is not 
synoBtyaous with mere tension reduction, but includes what is 
teraed value satisfaction. 
And in the delineation of these three important aspects of 
satisfaction can be understood clearly the difference between 
satisfaction and happiness. 
Froa Aristotle to Bertrand Russell, happiness has been 
conceived as an end, a pleasant state which an individual wishes 
to achieve and retain. Aristotle considers happiness "an activity 
of the soul in accordance with virtue" and points out that 
whereas all ends and purposes which the individual sets out to 
achieve are iaraediate ends, that is, ends in the iaaediate 
context but may becose means with reference to another end, 
"eudaiaonia" (conventionally tranalated to happiness) is always 
an end, never a aeans. Bertrand Russell visualizes happiness as 
the most sought-after goal but wonders if spiritual happiness as 
distinct froa animal happiness is at all possible in the modern 
world. At Boaents, Aristotle, extends the concept of happiness 
to include what he called contemplative happiness (man being a 
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rational* theoretical and contemplative creature) but prlraarllT 
his account of happiness is interwoven with his wider ethical 
theory on the nature of man, revolving around the centrality of 
the concept of ends and aeana. 
Perhaps the only exception to a tendency to conceptualize 
happiness in terms of an end and to indicate its pertinence as a 
process was the view put forth by Hobbes (1588 - 1679). 
"Felicity..»,»•*by which we mean continual delight, 
ceasisteth not in having prospered but in prospering". However, 
we do not find the opinion being reiterated at any other level. 
To describe happiness as a state has been the preferred 
position taken up by the utilitrianlsts, J.S. Hill (1806 - 1873) 
defined happiness as presence of pleasure and abaeace of pain and 
uahappiaess as presence of pain and the privation of pleasure. 
Bappiaess confined to a state experienced by the individual 
brings us to a vary pertinent issue of contemporary concern, 
aaaely the question of drugs in relation to happiness. There 
certainly are drugs such as trlcyclamlnee that astellorate 
depressive states and produce an experience reported to be 
happiness. Splnephrene, too, is associated with producing certain 
syaptoas of happiness and a large number of persons have begun to 
hold the view that since the condition called happiness Is so 
latiiaately related to a neuro-chesilcal atat@, it vlll ultimately 
prove aanagsable. This quest for biological concommitants of the 
state of happinesa has led to research on the seasations of pais 
aod pleasure on the hedonistic assumption of considering 
happiness akin to pleasure and unhappiness akin to pain* Pitcher 
(1970) has done considerable work on the sensation of pain, 
whereas Puccetti's (1969) researches on the sensation of pleasure 
have received attention. They have elicited Information with 
regard to certain parts of the brain becoming activated under 
stiffiulation of pleasure and others reacting to pain stiauli» but 
satisfaction is not a moaentary state of pleasure or pain, and 
intense pleasure or intense pain cannot be considered paraseters 
of human satisfaction. This state (satisfaction) may be and 
usually is experienced vithout any tangible iamediate stimuli 
and consequent aostentary stimulations. 
Observations of drug-induced behaviour convince us that 
happiness as state is a phenomenon replicable by factors having 
no logical relationship vith normal huaan experiences and 
cognitions. It is possible to create and manipulate it through 
extraneous agencies vithout personal will and involvement, much 
as a machinery can be prograotmed to express a behaviour vithout 
any "personal" Involveaent. The concept of human happiness cannot 
be viewed vithln the framework of this robotic model of man, for 
the aodel contradicts very basic Issues of hujaan dignity, 
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autonomy achleveasnt and aelf realization. The therapeutic 
utility of drugs to alleviate human suffering ia not being 
questioned, but the role of drugs ia basically supportive in 
nature, while the ultimate aiia is adjustment and happiness 
emanating from within the self* Unfortunately, a large number of 
patients are unable to arrive at the self dependent stage and aay 
continue to need support, but it is doubtful if the artificially 
induced, temporary state of happiness resulting froa drugs is the 
goal which healthy aature individuals aspire for, and which 
psychologists perceive to be behaviourally desirable. 
Thus, to an overwhelming degree the usage of the term 
"happiness" has been centred around the concept of pleasure and 
the philosophical issue of it being the supreme end, both of 
which are inconclusive from our point of view. It was, therefore, 
felt that using the tera happiness would imply a connotation 
restrictive to our purpose its extensive use with fluid 
connotations possibly raising confusion, and the term 
satisfaction was consequently used. 
In defining satisfaction,or any other term for that matter 
it is necessary to exercise caution and restraint for quite often 
it seeias to transpire that the clain being made is trivially 
true, because it has been made true by definition. In the face of 
diverse definitions not only do conceptual problems need to be 
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sorted out, there aiao remains the classic problea o£ whether the 
evidence is adequate, the research reliable and the argument 
strong and acceptable in each case. A broad frafflevork of the 
concept of human satisfaction is eaergiag, but eapirical evidence 
which would help us to understand its scope, domain and 
concosaitants is wanting. At this Juncture, it would be advisable 
to restrict ourselves to the following observations.,... 
a) Satisfaction is not a transient state of momentary 
pleasure but la relatively enduring. It should be 
distinguished clearly from drug-induced euphoria or 
pleasure. 
b) The tension reduction model does not suffice to explain 
the various facets of human satisfaction. 
c) The concept of value satisfaction is an Integral part of 
huaan satisfaction. 
d) Human beings have higher order motivations and strivings 
that subsume the presence of tension. 
e) Not only is the fulfilment of goal a satisfying 
experience the process of attaining it also involves 
the experience of satisfaction. 
f) Eapirical evidence for all claims needs to be gathered. 
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If the experience of satisfaction exists as a process, as a 
distinct state which forms part of a person's perception of 
himself in relation to the world, accruing in all probabilit; as 
a consequence of his experiences with the vorld then there aust 
exist tangible dlfferenes in at least sone behavioural dimensions 
between people who experience satisfaction and those who do not, 
Costa and McRae, (1980, 1984) found that qualities such as 
sociability, activity snd vigour and social Involvement ore 
linked with life satisfaction. They called this pattern 
'extroversion*. What they called "neurotic traits** hostility 
anxiety and impulsivity were tied to dissatisfaction. All people 
have a mix of these attributes. The Costa-McHae raodel suggests 
that there are many ways to attain a particular level of 
happiness, e.g. a person who is low both on extroversion and 
neurotieisis say feel the same degree of life satisfaction as one 
who is high on both. It points out however, that those with both 
teaperanent advantages, (high extroverson and low nenroticisa) 
report feeling the most optiaistlc and happiest of all. 
Robinson and Shaver (1978) conclude after reviewing 
researches in the field that certain correlations of happiness 
with behavioural dimensions are reasonably well-established. 
Unhappiness reportedly shows a significant correlation with 
alienation, depression, anxiety and anoeile. Happiness shows a 
significant correlation with self esteea, successful involvement 
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with other people and social adjostaent. 
Studies focussing on iaduvidual distiactitrenesses and 
personality diaenaions and their contribution to satisfaction 
dissatisfaction are very limited. Huch more attention has been 
given to exploring social>cultural conditions which function as 
causes or sources of happiness and unhappiness, Blishen and 
Atkinson (1980) studied three independent variables language, age 
and income in relation to life satisfaction. How language can be 
a pertinent variable may justifiably appear absurd on the face of 
it, but since the study was conducted in Canada and a comparison 
between the English speaking and French speaking residents was 
intendedt language spoken referred to the total distinctive 
milieu of each of the two groups. Thus the differences observed 
in the two groups should be interpreted not as a function of 
language in the absolute sense, but as depicting socio-cultural 
problems and peculiarities of each of the groups. The 
investigators found that all the three variables contributed to 
satisfaction. Income had a linear relationship with satisfaction, 
satisfaction increases with ineotae, it Increases with age too and 
socio-cultural probleas also contribute to it (Francophones 
reported greater satiafaction than the Anglophones). 
The Kettering - Gallup Global survey on Human needs and 
satisfactions (1976) found a poweful and systematic connection 
A 
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between the level of economic developaent of a country and the 
perceived quality of life of the population. The self ratings of 
happiness in six vorld regions (Horthe America* Australia, 
Western Europe, Latin America, Africa and Far East) were cospared 
and it was found that the percentage of individuals reporting 
high satisaction in these regions were 40, 37, 20, 32, IS and 7 
respectively. At the aiddle level, that is those reporting 
thenselves as fairly satisfied, the distribution was more or less 
even, the pattern predictably tilting in converse to the 'very 
happy*, in the distribution of those reporting themselves as 
dissatisfied. 
The same conclusion is more or less borne out by Inkeles and 
Diamond (197$) who also found a surprisingly strong connection 
between the level of economic development of a nation and the 
sense of well being or personal satisfaction of the population. 
Comparing the data of 25 cross-national surveys, they found the 
aedian of rank correlations between GW (Gross National Product) 
snd personal satisfaction to be at least 0.58, 
Allardt (1977), however in his Scandinavian study found only 
a weak, positive correlation between economic factors and life 
satisfaction. He found the coefficient to be .12 in Sweden, .13 
in Denmark, .14 in Finland and .17 in Norway. Campbell, Converse 
and Rodgers (1976) found a correlation of .19 between family 
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incoa« and the index of well being. Even more interesting is the 
fact tht in the dlachronlc dimension, the relationships proved 
to be inverse, econoaie growth may enail a decline in the general 
satisfaction or happiness level of the ppulation. Scitovskjr 
(1976) in a comparison of the self ratings of "very happy" made 
in the United States on the happiness scale at three points of 
time (1946, 1956 and 1970) showed that although the per capita 
personal income rose steadily during this tisae (to reach froa ^ 
1,810 in 1930 to ^ 2,542 in 1965), the happiness ratings showed 
an entirely different pattern. In 1946, 39 per cent of the sample 
reported very happy, in 1956, the percentage was 52 but in 1970 
it went down to 43. The percentage of very happy self ratings 
rose very considerably between 1946 and 1956, although the 
increase in the percapita income was very rainlaal (froia ^ 1810 to 
2027). On the other hand, the increase in the per capita income 
between 1956 and 1970 was considerable (from $ 2027 to $ 2.542+), 
yet the percentage reporting very happy fell from 52% to 43%. In 
the synchronic dimension dimension, on the other hand, the 
relationship is Indicated to be by and large more direct at a 
given point in tiae and within a country, the higher the living 
standard of a social class or group, the higher will be the 
satisfaction level. 
The conclusion is however, not beyond controversy for this 
relationship is often relatively week as is seen in the studies 
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of Allardt (1977), Caapbell et al (1976), where the econoalc 
iodicacord explain only 2 to 10 percent o the variance in the 
perceived <]tiallty of life, or perceived satisfaction iadicstors. 
This relationship is not as clear or as direct aa the propeneats 
of the ecoaotalc view point would have as belive. In a critical 
review of exlsti&g eaplrlcal findings, Inkeles S Dlaaond (1980) 
show how the highest stages of contemporary economic development 
nay be associated with '*bacttlaah** effects, reflecting a loss of 
optiaisffi concenrning propspects for future development and 
progress in scientiflc» econoaic end political life. 
The cross'-cultural studies conducted by Cantril in the 
early sixties give strength to the conclusions that may be drawn 
froffi the results of studies Investigation the relationship 
between satisfaction and oconofflic factors in the dlachronic and 
the synchronic dimensions of tlae* Cantril compared the socio-
economic developmental index of fourteen countries with their 
tsean self rating on the satisfaction scale. He found considerable 
aabiguity in the manner In which the two Indicators 
(Developsental index and satisfaction ratings) were connected. 
For exanple, the Developraental index of Japan was .60 and that of 
Kgypt .14, yet the aean satisfaction rating of the two countries 
ere on the saae level. Likewise the satisfaction index of the 
Doalncan Republic is lover than that of the lesser developed 
coantrles while that of Egypt Is higher than of much aore 
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developed countries like West Germany, larael, Japan, Poland, 
Yugoslavia. Nigeria, too despite a vory low developmental index 
had a higher mean satisfaction rating than countries with much 
higher developmental indices like Poland, Brazil and Philipines, 
Cuba, despite being sixth in order of developmental index was 
second highest in order of satisfaction rating, its rating being 
6.4 as compared to USA's highest of 6,6. 
When a similarity was suggested in the preceding paragraphs 
between the conclusions indicated in these studies and those of 
the same nation at different temporal points, it was because 
different nations at the same time and the saiae nation at 
different times are actually the expression of the same 
phenomena—change or differences in societal conditions, state of 
the polity, economic factors, aspirations of the nation and its 
people. Cantril's observation that both in terms of objective 
developmental indices and in terras of aspirations expressed by 
their people, nations raisht be roughly differentiated into those 
that are in (a) a stage of pre-raobilization (b) a stage of 
mobilization and (c) a stage of relative laaturity, is an 
elucidation of the above point, 
Inkeles and Diamond (1980) on the basis of review of studies 
suggest that personal satisfaction is linked with national 
developraent and the level of national development exerts a 
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substantial influence on the attitudes, values and perceptions o£ 
its citizens. They feel that certain studies seem to warrant that 
living in a country that is more highly developed is ego 
enhancing — it gives individuals a greater sense of personal 
worth, satisfaction and competence beyond what would be predicted 
from knowing only their education and occupation. Of note in this 
regard is the work of Lambert and Klineberg (1967) which points 
out towards a positive relationship between the economic 
standards of a nation and expression of tolerance, including 
tolerance for different races and nations, by its citizens. The 
work of Meade and Whittaker (1967) indicates a negative 
relationship between indices of national development and 
authoritarianism. Ornanes and others (1968) have pointed towards 
a positive relationsip between indices of GNP and sense of 
personal competence and efficiency. Havighurat, Munnichs, 
Neugarten and Thomas (1969), Igra (1976) have found positive 
relationship between development indices and sense of 
participation among people, and Gillspie and Allport (1955) 
assert that their results are highly suggestive of a strong, 
positive association between economic development and a 
psychological disposition to trust other people. 
While there is every reason to believe that economic well 
being and the state of development of a nation are important 
indices of the quality of life led by its people and may 
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facilitate the process of satisfaction yet stretching the 
conclusion to the extent of declaring that psychological 
dispositions and personal satisfactions are determined by thess 
is a gross over-slfflpllfication. 
Poetic verses extolling poverty may be extreme positions, 
but we cannot dlsaiss observations like 
"Art then poor, yet hath thoa golden sluaber? 
0 sweet content. 
Art thou rich, yet in they aind perplexed? 
0 punishment", (Thomas Dekker."Patient Grlssll",Act I) 
as sere flights of fancy for is not uncoason to find wealth 
keeping cofflpany with unheppiness and relative poverty 
discovering deep satisfaction. Innumerable examples of men and 
voaen sacrificing wealth, luxury even their lives in the pursuit 
of some higher goal, like partlotism and achieving supreme 
satisfaction in the process depicts a situation where economic 
well being in the absolute sense, is relegated into the 
background and complex factors like values and commitments emerge 
in the forefront. 
Grlchting (1983) has investigated the happiness satisfaction 
construct and given valuable information with regard to the 
issues of its domain, scope and degree. Although the term 
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happiness has been retained, its ambiguity and vagueness has been 
pointed out and the enunciation of domain, scope and degree was 
an attempt to clarify its meaning and concommitants. Alleged 
causes of avowed degree of happiness were analysed with the help 
of Goodman's log linear analysis for noiainal data. The happy 
individual emerged as female, married, of mature age and 
conservative in nature. Grichting's main contribution however, 
is in terms of the methodology through which the phenomena has 
been brought within the boundaries of unchallangeably scientific 
Investigative procedures. Another noteworthy feature of this 
study is that the focus of investigation, if not reaching to the 
distinctivly central characteristics of the individual is 
approaching towards qualities less distal than broad socio-
econofflic categories. Wilson (1967) did make a valiant attempt to 
do something similarjin his investigation the ideal type of happy 
individual emerged as young, healthy, well-educated, well paid 
extraverted, optisistic, worry free, religious, carried, with 
high self esteem, high Job morale, modest aspirations and a wide 
range of intelligence. A formidable list, speaking of rigorous 
application, but the distinctive feature of Grichting's study is 
the combination of sound methodology with focus on the person. 
One is, however, struck with the fact that the central 
concern of all the above endeavours is to present a typology, a 
classlficatory systea in which certain categories are associated 
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with happiness and satisfaction. For example, when Grichting 
points out to the sarried, saature, middle aged conservative 
female as happy, It gives rise to new doubts and queries. A very 
Justified query could be does being a female by Itself increase 
the chances of happiness or is it laerely the tangible, readily 
observable characteristic whereas the important deterssining 
qualities, being less overt,lie underneath? This question is an 
important one, for if one would carry out a survey of this nature 
in our country, it is doubtful if voiaanhood would occupy the 
pedestal of happiness. Perhaps two or three decades ago, the 
Indian woman resigned and accepting of her lot might have 
assessed herself as reasonably happy for the unquestioning 
inevitability of her secondary and suppressed role (encouraged 
by displaced religion and social noruB convenient to men) would 
not have permitted her to perceive her deprivation. Today the 
country is witnessing the transition phase of the women's 
assertion of her rights and at the moment it is a particularly 
sensitive period, for just as old trees with deep roots extending 
over wide areas on being uprooted give rise to tremors and loud 
sounds, the uprooting of old and unjust customs is causing 
reactions in the forra of exaggerated acherence, - and satl and 
dowry deaths occupy the front pages in newspapers. With women 
issues being given well~des@rved priority at the national level, 
the furore is likely to settle down soon and a more stable 
picture will probably emerge, but la extremely likely that with 
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insecurity and injustice loosing clear, and awareness of this 
injustice becoming more and aiore intense, women would probably 
perceive themselves as less happy than their male counterparts, 
rather than more happy. Yet in a different country, in a 
different context, the feaale sample emerged as happier. A aore 
intensive study of education, occupational roles,gender roles and 
other relevant indices as existing In Townsville (fro® where the 
sample la Grlchting's study was drawn) would help us to get a 
more clear picture. In a similar fashion, the analysis of other 
features that have been pointed out as attributive to happiness 
and satisfaction would perhaps warrant a similar conclusion. 
An important fact to be borne in alnd in understanding and 
interpreting research in a particular area is that the journey of 
knowledge proceeds from the general to the specific. From the 
initial stage which of necessity must be directed towards 
discovering broad, wide facts that are within easy reach of the 
groping hand, we proceed towards less obvious, more specific more 
deep realities which help us to understand the dynamics of the 
phenomena. Thus, if earlier researches were largely talking of 
socio-economic indices or broad type categories it was a natural 
phase in the fact finding process. 
As students of psychology w© must proceed towards the study 
of core characteristics like personality and throw light on the 
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phenomena of satisfaction through the study of those "possessing" 
satisfaction and those low on it (not possessing it). 
The point has arrived to take op the Investigation of the 
phenomena of satisfaction from a more central and more person 
directed position. The general perspective has been outlined by 
earlier studies which provide the canvas on which specific, 
intensive investigations can be logically contemplated. The 
present study is a tiaely step in this direction. 
The rationale for the study of personality with reference to 
satisfaction, together with the objectives and significance of 
the present work are being expounded in the forthcoming 
paragraphs. 
It is amply clear that unless we view the phenomena of 
satisfaction from a person-oriented poaltion, we will be 
oscillating around a vague, typological system bunching people 
into descriptive, non-explanatory categories in which the role of 
external situations on the individual aay be highlighted, but the 
individual's own repertoire of reacting, coping and reaching 
goals is totally Ignored. This general bunching and 
categorization is of course the first step in the hierarchy of 
measuring and understanding, but the psychologist must proceed, 
cautiously notwithal, towards more meaningful analyses. All the 
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work alreadj done and being done in the area of satisfaction is 
pointing to an overwhelislng lacuna, that is the absence of a 
locus or pivotal point around which the information, floating in 
scattered forms can be anchored. From the viewpoint of the 
psjrchologlst the individual is the aost logical anchor and 
pivot around which the social, financial, cultural aspects of 
satisfaction can be maaningfQlly Juxta-positioned. The 
coamunlcation would then be directed, not merely from objective 
reality towards the Individual, but would then be interactive -
so^e communication emanating spontaneously from within the 
person, back and forth In this manner - and the final picture of 
satisfaction would emerge in the form of the individual's 
balancing of personality actualities and evolved aspirations* 
The predominant objective of the study is to hinge the 
phenonena of satisfaction on the matrix of personality. 
The experience of satisfaction, though of unparalleled 
Importance for the huaian being* has been grossly neglected by the 
psychologist and has almost exclusively remained the purview of 
philosophy and lay-wrltlng. It is just recently that concern for 
phenoaena existing priaarlly at the experiential level has grown 
considerably with the acceptance that human cognitions and 
perceptions, whether they are simple, classifiable and easily 
comprehendlble or whether they are unique, complex and difficult 
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to coaprehend are realities that can not be ignored. The 
subjectivity of personal experiences can not be used as an 
argument to sidestep their study, rather the focal raanner in 
which such personal experiences and cognitions function, the 
depth and extent of the force that they exert oa the individual 
should compel us to devise techniques and to apply with 
creativity and Innovativeness our methodology so that the 
scientific method can encompass within its folds such 
distinctively huaaa aspects of behaviour. 
Asthana (1988) has isade reference to this when he points out 
that rich material on phenoBtenological observations of self, 
awareness, motivation which would be of imssense significance and 
utility for the human being lies buried in our ancient learning. 
If such phenomena could be unentangled from philosophical 
moorings and placed on footings of eapiricistic methodology, it 
would vastly enrich knowledge. 
The Indian paychlogiat has totally ignored this aspect, 
basically because it is easier to work in areas where application 
of methodology has already been upheld by standards set by 
Western Psychology, Incidentally, Western Psychology has becorae 
aware of such issues and, leaving aside rigid adherents to the 
aechanistic-Qodel suggested by behaviourism, phenomenology la 
being seriously taken up. Perhaps we, who have in our traditional 
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knowledge the richest repertoire of theoretical information, will 
wait for the erst-while vest to give its note of sanction before 
taking it up In a big way for empirical studies and 
investigations. 
The investigator firmly believes that as a branch of 
knowledge grows, and new issues and concerns enter into its 
expanding domain, it must grow in terms of Methodology to 
encompass all Issues that now foris part of it. If conventional 
methodology is made immovable, ve would become imprisoned within 
a narrow system and create an orbit or fixed path around which we 
would mechanically revolve. For probing and bringing out into the 
light of the day unexplored nooks and corners into which the 
traditional instruraents can not enter, we should be ready to 
sometimes narrow the nozzle, sometimes lengthen the rod in order 
to enter the crannies and crevices which would otherwise continue 
to lie in the dark. 
With the firia belief that issues pertinent to humanity must 
be extracted from philosophical and totally subjective moorings 
and placed in a framework that makes possible their study in as 
objective and reliable a manner as possible, so that benefit from 
their knowledge may accrue, the investigator took up this 
phenosena for study. The experiences eaantlng frora within the 
individual must be studied in relation to the most representative 
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indexes of the individual, and the aggregate of the multifarious 
person-specific characteristics is best provided by the dlfflenslon 
called "Personality". Catell (1977) called personality "the most 
challenging of all scientific probleas" becauise at the turn of 
the century the position of "personality" was the same as that of 
"satiafactlon" today - a preoccupation with theorizing withoat 
alternative "pragmatic proof" of clinical or other application 
(Eysenck, 1960). (It la encouraging to recall this to infuse 
enthusiasm about the future of "satisfaction"). Alter a long 
Journey ia which "personality" was able to get past trivialitiea, 
aided undoubtedly by new, sophisticated methodology in the form 
of raulti~varlate experimental design, it becase representative of 
the organism's dynamic, organized, psychological, physical 
systems - receptive as well as reactive. Justifiably, it becaae 
the crucial, explanatory point in all research. Without doubt the 
concept of human satisfaction will be given meaningful dimensions 
if personality configurations associated with it are probed and 
understood. 
And this is the major objective of the study - to answer the 
question of what personality dimension or configuration of 
dimensions are markedly related to satisfaction and 
dissatisfaction. This will help us to decide whether satisfaction 
Is after all the consequence of social and econorsic influences/or 
does It emanate through experiences and situations arising out of 
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some persisting, relatively permanent personal quality. This will 
help to throw more light on the "process" of satisfaction rather 
than talk of it only as a subjective experience and enable us to 
lift the concept froia a vaque, generalized typology towards more 
person - relevant characteristics. Further, it may give us 
information which will enable us to suggest programmes towards 
achieving steaningful satisfaction. This may sound absurd to a 
person who sight predictably ask - if satisfaction is related to 
personality factors, and personality factors are more or less 
stable characteristics of the individual,how come that we are 
talking of helping people in achieving satisfaction. Economic, 
and to some extent, social variables are much more mainpulable. 
To such critics the answer is that running blindly even towards 
perfectly viable goals, has never been a value upheld by mankind. 
Knowledge of lioitations and constraints is as essential a part 
of the perfect picture as knowledge of talants and assets. Any 
intervention strategy, whether devised by the individual himself 
to live his life meaningfully or whether devised as a counselling 
or help programne by those in the profession, is bound to become 
more realistic and effective through objective information. 
Satisfaction is a universal goal and achieving it is something 
more than the fulfilling of Inventoried needs or leading a well 
to do life. All such factors are juxtapositioned in an 
interactive relationship with the central factor of individual 
predis-positions, capacities, teraperament. It is the complex 
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product of aspirations and actualities, balanced in whatever 
position by the Individual's disinctive reactivity and potential. 
A study focussing on personality correlates of the satisfied 
and dlssastisfled was therefore a timely and necessary academic 
endeavour* 
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Chapter - I I 
E T H O D O L O G Y 
It is clear from the preceding paragraphs that the primary 
concern of this Investigation is to probe if personality factors 
intervene in soae way in the IndlTldual's experiencing of 
satisfaction. That is, do individuals who perceive themselves as 
satisfied differ from those who perceive themselves as 
dissatisfied in some personality characteristics or configuration 
of characteristics. This basic issue constitutes the crux of the 
investigation and all other questions forcing part of the probe 
aim at providing a coaprehensiveness to its answer. 
It will be recalled that studies conducted in the area have 
so for encouraged the conclusion that sex is a pertinent variable 
in determining satisfactlont that satisfaction Increases with 
age, and as to the contribution of economic well-being, there is 
vociferous reiteration from many sources of it beinp, the <T»aJor 
determinant of satisfaction, Blisher and Atkinson 1930, Wilson 
1967, Grichtlng 1983, Inkeles and Diaaond 1978, and raany other 
investigators have pointed to their importance. 
As stated earlier, we are of the opinion that such 
unequivocal conclusions are not warranted by the results and are 
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the outcome of the tendency to generalize on the basis of 
apparent CTldence without attempting to understand the less 
perceptible but sore meaningful dynamics. Yet the results 
obtained by these are important and tsust not be overlooked if we 
want to place our findings on a broad, objective and 
comprehensive base. We have, therefore, included the variables of 
sex, age and socio-economic status in our investigation. 
That sex, age and S-E-S factors must be studied is true, but 
it was also felt that they should be studied sEore meaningfully 
than has been done till now. The 'state', or the subjacttive 
experience of satisfaction, has been the sole paraaeter on which 
the differences amongst sea, age and S-S-S have been 
investigated. However, it should be kept in mind that the 
experience of satisfaction, saore particularly satisfaction as 
reported is basically a matter of the individual's perception of 
satisfaction. The issue is being discussed at lensth in the 
forthcoming paragraphs where the instrument througli which we 
Measured satisfaction will be described, but the relevant point 
here is that since this experience (satisfaction) is the outcocfie 
of certain experiences which the individual has undergone (that 
it may in turn determine the individual's future experiences by 
having affected !il3 'world view' does not contradict what we are 
saying) it was felt that experiences reported as loading to 
satisfaction must be taken into consideration. It is obvious that 
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each particular experience as reported could not be treated as a 
distinct unit for comparison and discussion, therefore as an 
Initial step in systematization, ve formed two categories, the 
first consisting of those cases where satisfaction was reported 
98 being derived from experiences involving the self, the second 
consisting of those cases In which satisfaction was derived from 
experiences Involving others. 
The choice of these particular categories was prompted by 
two considerations, first the purely pragmatic consideration of 
observing during the initial screening of response sheets that 
these two response tendencies were present and second the more 
overpowering conceptual-theoretical consideration of taking into 
congnizance the psychological contours of the Indian view of 
life. In the Indian culture, from ancient tlraes to the modern 
age, the value systems, cherished traditions and Ideology 
imparted right from the mother's lap focus on the central theme 
of renunciation and 'non-materialism'. True, as a consequence of 
the practical realities of this materialistic era, the youth may 
feel a sense of contradiction and confusion in this regard but in 
terms of the 'desirable' and the 'highest', sacrifice and non-
materlalisffl continue to be Ideals end forsi part of the implicit 
assumptions through which self evaluation Is conducted. The 
motives of "obligation" and "duty" have been considered in 
traditional Indian psychology even more potent than these of 
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gratiflcatloa. There could have been other criteria for 
categorization (pragmatically equally feasible) - Maslow's 
hierarchy could have provided one such criteria, but this aspect 
of orientation towards self and orientation towards the non-self 
(others) was felt to be meaningful and pertinent. Finer 
categorizations could be built on this base. The journey of 
knowledge proceeds in this manner. 
We aay thus suamarlze the various aspects of our proposed 
study in the form of the following hypotheses -
1. Individuals who perceive themselves as satisfied differ in 
their personality configuration from those who perceive 
thenselves as dissatisfied. 
2. Certain personality traits contribute significantly to the 
experience of satisfaction/dissatisfaction. 
3. Hen and women differ In terms of their satisfaction-
dissatisfaction. 
4. Individuals falling in the higher age groups differ from 
those in the lower age - groups in terms of their 
satisfaction-dissatisfaction. 
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5, Individuals belonging to the high socio ~ economic status 
group differ from those belonging to the low S-E-S group In 
terms of their satisfaction-dissatisfaction. 
6. There is a difference amongst men and women in the nature of 
experiences contributing to satisfaction. 
7« There is a difference between the high and low age groups in 
the nature of experiences contributing to satisfaction. 
8, There is a difference between high S-E-S group and low S-E-S 
group in the nature of experiences contributing to 
satisfaction. 
Two important points need to be noted. First, the measure 
indicative of satisfaction is specifically perceived 
satisfaction, the nature of the problem necessitates this. 
Second, since low score on the satisfaction scale is indicative 
of dissatisfaction, therefore whenever reference is made to 
satisfaction, the inclusion of dissatisfaction is implicit. 
One phase of the investigation, which is concerned with 
purely Bsethodological considerations with regard to one of the 
tools of the study (Cattell' 16 ?F scale) has not been pointed at 
in the problems formulated above and will be discussed in 
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forthcoming paragraphs at the appropriate place. 
SAHPLEt The sample consisted of 210 subjects raadomly drawn froa 
the student, teaching and non-teaching population of the Aligarh 
Muslim University. Almost 300 subjects participated in the study, 
but 78 answer-sheets had to be rejected being either incomplete 
or not in accordance with instructions. The scale to measure 
satisfaction called for the subject's participation in a big way 
and many subjects left midway. (This could well be a topic worth 
investigating — are all of us capable, or motivated, to probe 
our experiential worlds?) 
The distribution of the sample in terms of sex, age and 
is as followsj-
I - SEX 
(i) number of raales - 102 
(il) nuHber of females - 108 
II - AGE 
(i) Below 20 years, ?l •» 6A 
(ii) Between 20 ~ 30 years, N » 77 
(iii) Between 30 - AO years, M - 42 
(iv) Between 40 - 50 years, N « 27 
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III - SOCIO ECOMOMIC STATUS 
(1) Fatally Income below Rs.lOOO/- p .m. , N«U 
( i i ) Faially income between 8 s . 1000 - E8.2000, N"37. 
( l i i ) Family Income between Rs,2000 - Rs,3000, N»61 
( I v ) Paraily incosae between Rs.3000 - R8,4000» H-48 
(v) Faa l ly Incooe above i ra .4000/- , H-53. 
The number of subjects falling in the age- groups II (i) and 
H(li) is greater than those falling in the latter two groups, 
since the student population which by and large comprises groups 
(1) and (ii) is greater in suraber than the teaching and non-
teaching population of the University. 
The subjects whose family incorae is below Rs.lOOO/- are all 
students. They are just eleven in nuaber because with revised 
grades all over the country» few families, at least families of 
those who can afford university education, have income below 
Rs.lOOO. let some students belonging to the low incoiie group are 
studying through financial sponsorship and self earning 
programmes. Their nuaber, however is very few. 
On the whole, the sample is representative of the University 
population at Aligarh. 
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TOOLS 
1. PERSONALITY MEASURE i CATTELL'S 16 PF SCALE 
The area o£ human personality has Justifiably been called by 
Cattell (1977) "the most challenging of all scientific problems", 
the personality measure conatructed by him took decades of hard 
labour in which years of factoring of ratings and questionnaire 
date was undertaken in order to define concepts to be measured, 
before a single source trait was constructed. Consequently, it 
has become one of the most trusted personality measures and we 
may say the challenge of tackling one of the most complex 
scientific problems was veil taken. 
The investigator has used Cattell's 16 ?F scale to measure 
personality. 
The 16 PF Test is a raultldimensional set of sixteen 
questionaire scales arranged in omnibus form designed to aake 
available in practicable testing time Inforaation about the 
individual's standing on the majority of primary personality 
factors. It covers 16 prisiaries, some eight derivatives there 
frora as second stratus, higher-order, broader secondaries. The 
personality factors measured by the 16 P? are not just unique to 
the teat but instead rest within the context of a general theory 
of personality. Nearly ten years of empirical, factor - analytic 
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research preceded the first commercial publication of the test in 
1949. The 16 primaries and secondaries derived frora them, 
constitute central concepts in personality theory and many 
predictive equations and "natural history" laws have begun to 
accumulate around them. 
The personality factors are being very briefly enumerated 
below in traditional bi-polar descriptions -
FACTOR LOW STEM DESCRIPTION HIGH STEN DESCRIPTION 
A Sizothymia Affectothymla 
a Low Intelligence High Intelligence 
C Lower Ego Strength Higher Ego Strength 
E Submlssivoness Dominance 
P Desurgency Surgency 
G Weaker Superego Strength Stronger Superego 
Strength 
H Thrcctia Parmia 
I Harria Preasla 
L Alaxia Protension 
H Praxernia Autia 
N Artlessness Shrewdness 
0 Untroubled Adequacy Guilt Proneness 
Ql Conservatism of Temperament Radicalism 
Q2 Group Adherence Self Sufficiency 
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Q3 Low Self Seatlaent Integration High Strength of 
Self SentlHient 
Q4 Low Ergic Tension High Ergic Tension 
Q~I lavla Exvia 
Q-II Adjustment High Anxiety 
Q-III Pathemia Cortertia 
Q«>IV Subduedness Independence 
The test is present in six parallel forms, each measuring 
the sase 16 personality dimensions, Forms A and i> suitable for 
literate adults. Forms G and D posing less vocabulary demands, 
suitable for average literate adults, and Forms £ and F for the 
low literate groups. Form A of the test was used by the 
investigator. 
The test consists of 137 items, each with three possible 
response catesories. The response to each item is indicated by 
the subject in the appropriate box on the anser-sheet provided. 
By superimposing the scoring keys A and B, the score on each of 
the sixteen primaries can be obtained. 
By referring to the appropriate table in terms of age and 
sex the sten of each raw score was found out. These sten norms 
help to locate the position of the subject on a ten-point 
continuus. They constitute an important step in the 
standardissation of the scale and have been arrived at through 
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rigorous procedures based on statistical logic together with 
considerations of sex and age which have been found to operate In 
certain predictable ways in some of the characteristics. 
The dependence, stability and validity of the test has been 
determined extensively and intensively on different samples and 
against exacting criteria and the large body of literature 
available in this regard has convinced psychologists of its 
utility. 
2. MEASURE OF SATISFACTION! SELF-ANCHORING LADDER SCALE 
The Qethodologlcal problem faced in this aspect of the study 
was essentially that of devising some means to get a picture of 
the experience of satisfaction (which Is an aspect of the 
individual's own reality world), in the Individual's own terms, 
yet in a manner that allows for quantitative comparisons. 
It may be recalled that a similar problem was confronted by 
Cantril (1965) In his study of the patterns of human concerns, 
which aised at studying the fears and aspirations of people 
belonging to different countries* The Self-Anchoring Striving 
Scale which was devised by Cantril, Kllpatrick and Lloyd Free was 
used in that study. The scale has been discussed extensively by 
the authors In the "Journal of Individual Psychology (November 
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1960) "The Asericaa Behaviour Scientist" (October 1962) and 
"Scientific Aaerlcan" (February 1963). Its applicability to a 
wide variety of problems, particularly those which involve 
discovering the spectraas of values and subjective evaluations a 
person is preocctipied or concerned with, has been strongly 
suggested. 
It was felt that this device would enable us to measure 
satisfaction adequately for as has been pointed out earlier we 
have defined satisfaction operationally as the individual's 
perceived satisfaction. This approach is totally in order, for as 
Barrow (1980) points out after evaluating critically varying 
opinions in this regard (McPeck 1978, Von Wright 1963, Lloyd 
Thosias 1968), that provided the agent knows what satisfaction 
aeans and is not faced by problems of comparison, it is difficult 
to conceive of anyone else better placed to determine whether he 
is or is not happy. 
Retaining the concept contained in Cantril'a scale but 
modifying it la consonance with the concept we are studying, the 
self-anchoring device was used. The permissability of such 
raodlfications, where the essential concept is retained has been 
upheld by the authors. 
The first step in the administration of the scale is to ask 
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the person to define on the basis of hia own assumptions and 
experiences the two extremes or anchoring points of the spectrum 
on which sorae scale measurements is desired,in this case he was 
asked to define on the basis of his own experiences as veil as 
his assumptions the top of the scale (highest satisfaction) and 
the bottom of the scale (lowest satisfaction). Through this a 
"self-defined continuum** as Cantril calls it, comes into 
existence. 
This defining and probing Into his reality world prepares 
the subject for the next phase and is an important precursor to 
it, since it helps him to forsa a somewhat cogent picture of his 
reality world which he may not otherwise have given thought to 
this next phase is presenting a non-verbal ladder device (see 
appendix- I), symbolic of the "ladder life" and asking him where 
he thinks he/she lies on it in terms of satisfaction, the top 
rung indicating the highest and bottom rung the lowest, with 
reference to his definition of thesa. The experiiaenter moves the 
finger up and down rapidly while askine hlta this question. 
In the first phase, the subject was allowed to write down 
his definition of the two extreme points of satisfaction as 
conceived by him as we found that this helped the subject to 
organize hlsaself and respond with coherence. Further even when 
the scale is administered with instructions for oral response, 
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the subject Is told that he may take his time in giving his 
dofinitlOQS about the two extreiae points of the continuum. More-
over, our interest is to conduct a more in depth study, with a 
much greater idiographlc bias than was found In most of the 
sociologically ~ biassed investigations, and if responses of the 
subject reaain available to add further to our understanding, we 
would be facilitated in our purpose. In the second phase, it was 
important that the spontaneous, unceasored response in the 
context of the reality world Just visualized by him be obtained, 
therefore his response was obtained by moving the finger rapidly 
up and down the ladder. 
Since the two extreme points of the continuum indicated the 
highest and the lowest perceived states of satisfaction, we 
defined dissatisfaction in terms of low ladder positions on the 
8elf~Anchoring scale. 
The investigator's choice of instrument is thus in 
consonance with the nature of the variable studied as well as the 
tserit of it as a measuring device, Cantrll's scale has been used 
in almost twenty six countries, and valuable information with 
regard to aspirations, happiness, fears and concerns as existing 
in different nations have been obtained through it. 
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OESIGHt 
The major focus of the study was to probe if individuals 
perceiving themselves as satisfied differed froa individuals who 
perceived themselves as dissatisfied in terms of personality 
coafiguratlons as well as specific personality dimensions. 
Satisfaction constituted the dependent variable in the study, and 
twenty personality factors (aeasured by Cattell's 16 ?F) together 
with sex, age and socio-economic status constituted the 
independent variables. 
Information with regard to sex, age and s-e-s was obtained 
from the subject on the title page of the satisfaction 
questionnaire. With regard to the measurement of the twenty 
personality (independent) variables and the dependent variable 
(satisfaction) necessary Information has been provided under 
"tools". 
In a study such as ours, which Is encompassing a problem 
that cannot be Meaningfully reduced to orthogonal designs in the 
laboratory setting, w© sust, after identifying the variables and 
purpose of the study, spell out the steps and procedures 
followed, so that the sanner in which the purposes of the study 
are met are clearly outlined. 
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As has been pointed earlier, Cattell's 16 PF scale was used 
to measure the subjects'a personality. Although the scale came 
Into existence through studies that cut across different 
cultures, and the universality of the traits measured by it have 
been established, the authors themselves have recoaraended, (and 
it is desirable from the view of ensuring aathodological 
soundness as well) that the manner in which the traits are 
distributed in the sample being studied must be taken into 
consideration, and the decision regarding the norms to be used, 
be taken accordingly. 
Step one of the study was, therefore, to correlate among the 
16 PF traits as scale scores and factor this matrix. 
Step two of the investigation was to compare the"satisfied", 
with the "dissatisfied" subjects in terras of personality 
configurations. P73 and P27 of the distribution of scores on 
satisfaction were selected as cut out points to demarcate the 
satisfied group from the dissatisfied. 
Thus, operationally, the satisfied group was defined as the 
group which was coaprised of subjects whose score on the 
satisfaction scale placed them above the seventy third 
percentile point and the dissatisfied group as the group 
comprising of subjects falling below twenty seventh percentile 
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Subjects falling between p73 and p27 constituted constituted the 
"average satisfaction" group. 
In order to answer the question if the groups differed in 
personality configurations, we calculated the coefficient of 
profile similarity (rp), developed by Cattell. 
Cattell had pointed out that whether we are talking of 
personality profiles at the individual level or the group level, 
coapariaons must take into account that with every increase in 
the factor upto the highest score, the relationship does not 
continue in one direction to an indefinite extent but there is an 
optisiuBt point! so curvilinearity rather than linearity is a 
better approximation of the relationship between profiles. In 
view of this, two procedures have been suggested by Cattell to 
approach profile comparisons - (a) cosiputation of pattern 
similarity coefficient (rp) (b) a higher degree equation, e.^. 
quadratic which requires isore complex computations with the help 
of the curvilinear "qualification grid". 
In view of the personal limitations of the investigator in 
the area, calling for laaatery in mathematical concepts and logic, 
and in the absence of appropriate prograraaes at this juncture, we 
coaputed the rp coefficient. It has been used extensively by 
investigators, in fact the author of the 16 PF has used it much 
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more frequently than the other procedure. The rp Index provides 
Inforaation of siailarity in terms of shape, level and 
accentuation or steepness of the profile (thus giving aore 
iaformation than simple correlation measures would have 
provided), takes into account the "matrix" and "nutaber of 
dlmensioas" together vlth being easy to interpret. It is similar 
to r in its distribution, varying frora -fl (indicative of complete 
similarity among profiles) through 0 to -I (indicative of 
conplete dissimilarity). 
Cattell has suggested procedures for calculating the rp for 
individual to Individual, individual to group and group to group 
comparisons* The difference is slight in the three procedures and 
is baaed on the fact that relative to the variations among 
individual profiles on any factor, the variations among group 
profiles are much smaller. 
rp between the tvo groups was calculated through the 
following formula -
4 K - •£ wj dj 
rp • 
4 J£ + £ wj dj 
(where K is the median of the chi-aquare distribution with 
degrees of freedom equal to the number of factors used, d denotes 
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the dlfferenees of the two groups on each trait mean sten and w 
la the already calculated integer weight, which is different for 
every source trait). 
The coefficient of profile similarity (for the 16 PF 
dinensions) was computed for the following groups t-
1, The "Satisfied" and the "Dissatisfied" groups. 
2, The "Satisfied" and the "Average Satisfaction" groups. 
3, The "Dissatisfied" and the "Average satisfaction" groups. 
The resultant rp of the different groups of subjects gave an 
index of the pattern of similarity between the personality 
profiles of the two groups.It will permit us to arrive at a broad 
conclusion with regard to a siallarlty or dissimilarity in the 
general pattern. In order to elicit information about the 
particular personality dimensions which contribute in a 
significant aanner to satisfaction* it was necessary to apply 
procedures that would elicit more indepth, meaningful 
information. 
The personality ffleasure used by us» nanely the 16 PF scale, 
measures sixteen primaries. The authors have, however, pointed 
out that whenever possible, second - stratum personality factors 
should also be computed since they provide Important information. 
Although eight such factors have been identified, four of thera 
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are still at the statistical processing stage, so the four that 
are in use were derived from the priasarles, in accordance with 
the prescribed procedure (please refer Appendix-Ill). k'e thus 
have twenty personality factors as Independent variables. 
The second step of our study was concerned vith eliciting 
more indepth informetion regarding the intervention of 
personality in the experience of satisfaction. 
To answer our basic qaestion as to do personality factors 
have at all a relationship with satisfaction, if so which 
particular personality factors would predict an individual's 
position on the satisfaction scale, multiple regression analysis 
was conducted. Multiple regression procedures are a powerful sat 
of statistical techniques which provide a very useful way of 
categorizing the multivariate procedures that are primarily 
correlational in nature. They are a powerful set of techniques 
which allow one to assess the relationship between one dependent 
variable (DV or criterion) and several Independent Variables (IV 
or predictors). The choice of the technique also rests on n 
quality of prime importance possessed by the technique, naraely 
its flexibility. The technique does not ispose any restrictions 
of the Independent variables being correlated or uncorrelated, 
and is equally applicable in both conditions,it is of special 
Importance to the researcher who is interested in real - world or 
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very complicated problems that cannot be reduced to orthogonal 
designs. This excatly is the position of the present 
investigation. 
In view of the large number of IV*s (there were twenty 
personality factors - sixteen primaries and four second - stratum 
factors), the first step was to reduce their number, since the 
poasibility of the rejjrassion equation reflecting chance 
relationships increases with an increased number of predictors. 
I?educlng predictors could have been a theoretical decision, but 
in view of the relative absence of a sound Information base in 
the area, the subjectivity of arguments of the investigator would 
have played too major a role. So we opted for the more objective 
decision of discarding independent variables on the basis of 
their corrclationa withs the J)V. The product moment coefficient 
of correlation was coraputed for each of the twenty IVs with the 
DV, A criterion of r «• p <.05 was adopted in retaining an I¥. 
The strategy of standard Multiple regression was used by 
the Investigator. It answers satisfactorily the questions which 
the investigator wished to answer; further, since the Independent 
variables are by and large not correlated (part of the 
theoretical framework on which the 16 PF scale is based) the 
procedure would yield relevant information with econoay of 
effort. 
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Multiple Regression Analysis was done to determine the 
relationship of the independent variables with the dependent 
variable on the total saraple, the two sex-groups and the four age 
groups. 
An important aspect of the study was concerned with 
investigating the intervention of the independent variables of 
sex, age and S-E-S in the incidence of satisfaction (i>V). 
The t - test was applied to ascertain the differences 
amongst the various sex, age and S__E^ S groups in terms of their 
satisfaction scores. 
The variables of age and sex, which have been considered 
very meaningful by the authors of the 16 PF in terms of their 
implications on personality factors were taken into account in 
the multiple regression analysis also. There was no theoretical 
basis to do the sarae for the S-E-S factors, and only direct 
cosparisons between the means was done in that case. 
Subjects reporting satisfaction through experiences of a " 
"self-oriented" nature and those reporting satisfaction through 
experiences of an "other oriented" nature were identified. The 
chisquare test was applied to assess if the sex, age and S-E-S 
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groups differed in the occurrence of these two categories of 
experiences. 
The steps and procedures described in the preceding 
paragraphs were designed to make available to us information 
through which we could venture to throw some light on various 
aspects of the phenomena under study. 
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CHAPTSK i. Ill 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The procedures and steps outlined in the preceding chapter 
through which we have obtained Information with regard to the 
various aspects of the investigation, inevitably bring us to the 
final and crucial stage of our work ~ that of interpreting the 
information. It ie a crucial stage, because it involves not only 
giving raeaning to the statistical information in terns of 
mathematical Inpllcationa, but through It to attempt an 
explanation of the phenomena at hand in "human dynaraics" terms 
with all the complexities and alnoat unpredictable subtleties of 
human behaviour to make the task challenging. These behavioural 
coaplexities add to the cruclality of this stage of research 
because at this juncutre the researcher is struck v/lth the 
magnitude of possibilities which could not be probed and in 
comparison the dwarfish, almost puny dimensions of the work done, 
which seems to shrivel like an insignificant dot on the vast 
canvas of the phenomena. The only consoling feature Is the 
observation that even the single drop of water in the vast ocean 
shares the properties of the ocean. 
Before proceeding with reporting the results obtlaned tor 
different aspects of the investigation itself, an issue not 
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related directly or centrally to the problems and hypotheses 
formulated, but situated at a crucial peripheral point, at the 
very threshold to be exact, is being reported. 
As stated in the preceding chapter, the first step 
undertaken by the investigator was that of determining the 
correlation matrix of the personality factor scores. This was 
done to ascertain if the norms derived through earlier 
investigations could be applied to the present sample. Since the 
sten norms have been arrived at not directly from the means and 
S.D's of raw scores, but after corrections have been made and the 
intercorrelations amongst the trait scores play an important part 
in their computation, it was considered advisable to scrutinize 
our matrix and proceed accordingly. This is particularly 
important because our total investigation is based on the 
subject's standing on personality factors and if the reference 
points for trait evaluation had been shaky, it would have totally 
nullified anything we would have wished to say. The matrix 
obtained by us and that which forms part of some of the earlier 
reported investigations is presented in the following page 
(Fig.l). 
On the basis of the outstanding similarities depicted in 
trends, it was felt, and those better - equipped than the 
investigator in the logic of mathematics shared this view that 
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CORRELATIONS AMONG THE SOURCE TRAITS OF THE 16 P F. 
( Data from present sample Is above the main diagonal ) 
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the norms already existing could be referred to without 
compunction. 
A further function served by the correlation matrix was in 
terms of information as to the correlation amongst the factors 
(our Independent Variables)so that we could accordingly interpret 
our statistical information at the regression analyses level. 
Coming to the exact problems which the investigation 
envisaged in its purview, we will first report and interpret the 
obtained results as such and then proceed, after an overall 
picture becomes clear, to their discussion. 
Problem one posed by the Investigator was to probe if 
individuals who perceive themselve as satisfied differ in their 
personality configuration from those who perceive themselves as 
dissatisfied. The "average satisfaction" group was also taken 
into consideration in the profile comparisons (Fig.2). 
The rp of personality profiles of subjects perceiving 
themselves as "satisfied" and "dissatisfied" was found to be 
0,183 (Table 1). For sixteen elements an rp value of .45 is 
required for p o.Ol and a value of .317 is essential for p = .05. 
The value obtained is not significant at any level. 
The rp value with reference to the "Satisfied" and "Average 
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Satisfaction" group was found to be .853 (p <.01). 
The rp of personality profiles of the "Dissatisfied" and 
"Average Satisfaction" groups was found to be .403 (p =» <.05, 
> .01). Tables 1, 2 and 3 may please be referred to. 
The rp is a measure of pattern similarity and has been used 
extensively for predictive purposes. Its most popular use has 
been for occupational and clinical prediction, therefore the 
most common procedure has been to evaluate the individual's 
personality profile against the profile of the reference group. 
Our purpose is not predictive in nature, we are basically 
concerned with the rp as a measue of pattern similarity which 
will provide a numerical estimate of the degree of congruence 
between the personality configurations of the three groups. In te 
early years of personality research when the "fragmentary" 
approach to personality study was popular, a trait to trait 
comparison between the means and standard deviations of the 
concerned groups would have been considered logical and 
satisfactory, but with the concept of personality being an 
integrated entity emerging through a configurational patterning 
of traits, rather than being an additive sum of traits, such 
straight comparisons would mislead and confound the issue. The rp 
values obtained shed important information on the general pattern 
of personality configuration in the three groups. We find that 
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the personality profile of the "Satisfied" and "Dissatisfied 
group" bear no similarity with each other. It is important to 
note that we cannot call them dissimilar (the indication of 
dissimilarity would have been through a negative value of rp), we 
can merely say that they are not similar. This may have an 
Important bearing on the issue of satisfaction - dissatisfaction 
being bi-polar or multi-dimensional and we will take this matter 
up at a later part of the chapter. We will also have to bear in 
mind at that stage that the personality profiles of the "average 
satisfied" group are significantly similar to the "satisfied" 
group and bear some degree of similarity (p < .05), with the 
dissatisfied group. We are thus confronted with an interesting 
situation in which A«B, B is approximating C, but A and C have no 
bearing with each other. Only in the social sciences and 
particularly in the science of human behaviour can we have such 
interesting situations which confound logic (but we would, with 
our characteristic, Justfied? bias towards homosapiens say that 
we are beyond and above logic ! ). 
Remembering that rp as an estimation of similarity is non-
explanatory and does not illuminate the dynamic or process aspect 
of personality functioning, we proceeded to the next stage, but 
in view of the fact that the procedure of multiple regression 
analysis which we wished to undertake necessitated the reduction 
of the number of predictor variables (an increased number of 
n 
I.V.'s is not only unmanageable in a multiple regression analysis 
but also causes a greater intervention of chance factors in the 
analysis), we calculated the product - moment coefficient of 
correlation between each of the predictor variables and the 
dependent variable. In the absence of an existing information 
base, a statistical decision appeared more feasible than a 
theoretical one. The results obtained are indicated in Table 4. 
Since our criterion of selecting the independent variable 
was an r value of p <.05, ten indenpendent variables thus 
selected featured in the multiple regression analysis. 
The multiple regression analysis was conducted to predict 
satisfaction in the total sample, in the two sex-groups and in 
the four age-groups. Since personality factors are vastly 
influenced by age and sex (there are differing age and sex norms 
for this reason) and in the case of certain personality factors, 
there is a slight rise (ego-stength, self-sentiment are examples) 
or a slight fall (as in surgency, pretension and guilt proneness) 
with age, and such differences may become diluted in the general 
sample, we made these group-studies to study the sample in terras 
of distinctive ramifications also. Although cultural influences 
may play a role in the expression of certain personality 
characteristics, we are not in a position at this juncture to 
study a variable (variables?) of so complex a nature. We will 
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TABLE-Zi 
Product-moment Coefficient of Correlation Between Independent 
Variables and D.V. 
S.NO. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4-
5-
6. 
7. 
8 
9-
10. 
n. 
12. 
13. 
K. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
16. 
19. 
20. 
INDEPENDENT VARUBIES 
FACTOR 
A 
B 
C 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
L 
M 
N 
0 
Qi 
Q, 
Qi 
Q* 
Qi 
Qn 
Qni 
Qiv 
TRAIT nAME 
Affedothymia 
Intelligence 
Ego Strength 
Dominance 
Surgency 
Super ego strength 
Parmia 
Prcmsia 
Pretension 
Autio 
Shrewdness 
Guilt Proncncss 
Radicalrsm 
Self Sufficiency 
Self Sentiment 
Ergic Tension 
Exvio 
High Anxiety 
Tough Poise 
Independence 
COMPUTED 
VALUE OF 
.20^8 * 
•3010 ft * 
0321 (NS) 
•0263 (NS) 
•1690 * 
-•1U6 (NS) 
•U90 •l^  
•32U • * 
-0704 (NS) 
- 0924 (NS) 
-0719 (NS) 
•0225 (NS) 
—2283 » » 
-•1394 * 
- 0 7 7 1 (NS) 
•1723 » 
•1683 • 
•0695 (NS) 
-•3637 » » 
--0616 (NS) 
( DEPENDENT 
VARIABLE: SATISFACTION) 
I 
• • !> -^•Ol 
• t>^'05 
NS not significant 
* In referring to the IVs.wc will henceforth designate them in terms of the 
continuum-end w^ich denotes the scored end of the trait. 
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content ourself with the explanation that cultural factors were 
more or less constant since the sample was drawn from the 
academic community belonging to a particular university, also 
because our purpose is not to study the intensity or strength of 
the personality factor per se, but in terms of its contribution 
to the exper^tnce of satisfaction, the relationship will hold 
good for whatsoever level at which the personality factor exists. 
We have, however, felt that had it been possible to give serious 
consideration to the aspect of cultural influences, we would have 
added and not detracted from the value of our investigation. We 
were, however, not ready to accept that the S-E-S variable, as it 
is customarily identified (on the basis of the income which is 
the tangible, uncontroversial but not always the best criteria 
for something much more complex) would reflect cultural 
influences in their real form and as they mean in the present 
context. We felt that studying personality variables on the basis 
of income groups would leave us holding numbers, figures and 
tables - without any metaphysical base on which to anchor them. 
True, a lot of what we are doing, and a lot of real research is 
often done without ready - made bases, but it is important that 
the drive to collect statistical information should not supersede 
conceptual considerations and reason. 
Tables 5 to 11 report the multiple regression analyses 
conducted. 
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The analysis of variance table at the last step gives the 
relevant information. The F ratio for mean square regression over 
deviation from regression (or mean square residual) tests the 
significance of the multiple R. 
In this procedure, each Independent Variable is assessed as 
if it had entered the regression after all other independent 
variables had been entered. Each independent variable can be 
evaluated in terms of what it adds to the prediction of the DV, 
over and above the predictability afforded by all the other IVs. 
In this particular programme, T - values (students t) are given 
for each variable instead of F. (Since F " t squared, there 
is no essential difference in meaning). 
While interpreting the test of significance for regression 
coefficients in standard multiple correlation, it is important to 
recall that the computed T - value is a measure of the unique 
variance an IV adds to the R. An IV that is highly correlated 
with the DV, but has a nonsignificant regression coefficient 
might appear in the analysis to be non-significant in terms of 
its T - value, but in combination with some other IV may be 
contributing to the variance. Therefore wherever necessary, 
interpreting the correlation coefficient between an apparently 
non-significant I.V. and the DV in addition to the T - value, has 
been recommended. In fact Tabachnick and Fidell (1983) have gone 
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so far as to say that In the simplest case of uncorrelated IV's, 
regression coefficients (standardized or unstandardized) or even 
simple correlations between IVs and DV could be used to asses the 
importance of the contribution of an IV to the multiple 
correlation. 
By referring to the matrix obtained through the inter 
correlation of the sixteen personality factors, we find that out 
of a total of one hundred and twenty correlation values, only 
fourteen digress from the value of + 0.2/-0.2 Slncetrait-factor C, 
E, M, G, L, 0 and Q3 had already been discarded during the 
initial screening, most of these relatively high inter 
correlations do not enter our picture. We will, however keep in 
mind that -
(a) Factor B (Intelligence) had an r value of .30 with 
Factor I (Premsia). 
(b) Factor F (Surgency) had an r value of .47 with 
Factor H (Parmia). 
(c) Factor Q4 (Ergic Tension) had an r value of .34 with 
Factor H (Parmia). 
Of the four second - stratum factors, two namely exvia (Q-I) 
and Tough Poise (Q-III) have entered our regression analyses. 
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TABLE - 5 
Multiple Regression Analysis For Predicting Satisfaction 
in ^ampje_ group _ UNDER_SIUDY 
VARIABLE 
AFFECTOTHYMIA 
inrELUGENCE 
SUR6ENCY 
PARMIA 
MEAN 
A-9^2ft6 
5-73810 
^•15238 
STAnOARO 
DEVIATION 
!• 62^ 15 
2 -30726 
CORRELATKJr 
X Vt Y 
0-03238 
2 00373 
5-28571 1'95016 
0-19517 
0-086/i7 
0-296U 
RE6RESSI0N 
COEFFtCIENT 
0-€3717 
0-16^50 
008459 
0-31051 
STO.ERROR 
OF RE6.00FF 
0-11238 
0-06113 
0-09969 
COMPUTED 
T.VALUE 
0-33075 
2-69073 « V 
0-84B48 
0-10735 2-&9264«* 
PREMSIA 5-51905 1-97402 0-13263 0'U082 0-08343 1-68789 
RAOICAUSM 5-33333 1-68680 0-02823 0-11393 0-08275 1-37668 
SELF SUFFraEKCY 5-67619 1.74715 0-05793 0-05372 0-08962 0-59942 
ER6IC TENSION 5-45238 1-89689 -0-15994 0-10175 -0-07614 1-33629 
EXYIA 
rOU6H POISE 
4-70476 1-59499 
5-2^095 
0-19396 0-07364 0-20688 0-35593 
1-75049 0 05689 0-11866 0-11039 1-07489 
DEPEI^OENTV. 
SA-TtSFA-CnON 6-257W 2-00968 
«KTERC£PT 
MUiriPlE CORRELATION 
MULTIPLE B * 5QUAR€ 
STO ERftOR OF ESTWATE 
303421 
•39170 
1534 
1-89499 
f 
^vt^ ^Z^^ ;^ 
«(>; No 
AOAIY^IS OF VARIANCE fCm im R€«|^SSIO« 
samtcE (^ vARtATmm 
roTAi 
l » » e € £ S OF FRKtKM* 
TO 
119 
2 09 
sttt» or sotBAacs 
129-Kia^ 
7U-e0474 
MEAK SmM«€5 F-^ UktUE 
T2 9S®4 
3 59098 
3 60^2 
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Since in the derivation of these two factors, Primaries are 
involved, correlations between them and Primaries exist. In 
Exvia, the chief primaries involved are Factors A,E,F, H and Q2 
and in Tough Poise, Factors E and L made a positive contribution. 
This, too will be borne in mind. 
We may now proceed with trying to interpret the information 
contained in the Regression Analyses tables. 
Referring to Table 5, we observe that the F value for the 
multiple R comes to 3.60652 which is significant at p .01. This 
is indicative of the fact that the correlations between the 
Dependent Variable and the Independent Variables are significant 
and the independent variables account for the dependent variable 
to a significant degree. 
The regression coefficients of two independent variables 
show a T - value significant at P < .01 which points to the fact 
that the contribution of these two independent variables 
(intelligence and parraia) to the multiple S is extremely 
significant. No other Independent variable is significant at 
P -.05. 
We observe, however that though the correlation value 
between the I.V. Exvia and the DV is relatively high, being 
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0.19396 (intelligence which has a highly significant T - value 
has a correlation coefficient of 0.19517), its T - value is only 
-0.35593, The regression coefficient of exvia is very small,being 
-0,07364, accounting for the small value of T. In view of the 
fact that exvia is derived from primaries A, F, H and Q2 (A, F, H 
contribute to it whereas with Q2 the direction of contribution is 
negative), the picture becomes complex and not easily 
interpretable. The correlation values as well regression 
coefficients of A, F and Q2 are extemely small, but factor H has 
been found to have a T - value falling at P < ,01. The high 
correlation value of independent variable exvia with the DV, in 
conjunction with its association with independent variable H 
(Parmia) suggests that we should not categorically dismiss exvia, 
but keep watch over its position in the forthcoming tables. 
The Independent Variables Premsia, Radicalism as well as 
Ergic Tension, though not significant in terms of their unique 
variances contribution to the R, corae next in order of their T -
values. It may be noted that the correlation between DV and the 
TVs radicalism, and ergic tension is negative indicating that 
conservatism and low ergic tension have a comparatively greater, 
though not significant, contribution to satisfaction than the 
higher scoring end of the continuum. 
We may conclude that as far as the prediction of 
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satisfaction for the sample is concerned, the independent 
variables seem to have a say in it, more particularly, 
Intelligence and Parmia account significantly for satisfaction. 
Some other personality variables warrant further study. 
We find an interesting picture emerging when we compare the 
results obtained for the multiple regression analyses amongst men 
and women. In the female sample,the value of multiple R continues 
to be significant at P < .01 and the same two variables 
(Intelligence and Parmia) account most significantly for variance 
in the DV, except that Intelligence is now significant at P <.05. 
In the male sample the value of F is not significant, indicating 
that variance in the DV is not accounted for by the independent 
variables. Understandably, the T - values of all Independent 
variable regression coefficients are insignificant. On examinlgn 
the table for the "Male" sample, we find that the correlation 
value between intelligence and satisfaction is high (0.26695), in 
fact greater than in the total sample and in the female sample. 
The possibility of other independent variables, notably Premsia 
(which has a high correlation with intelligence) and Parmia and 
Exvla which are relatively highly correlated with the DV, being 
associated in a not - very - clear manner can not be ruled out. 
Nor can we rule out the possibility of a somewhat different 
configuration of personality factors being predictive of 
satisfaction amongst men. Perhaps if the exercise of discarding 
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TABLE - 6 
M u l t i p l e R e g r e s s i o n Analys is For P red ic t ing S a t i s f a c t i o n 
in sample^ g r o u p . : — ' ^ A _ L . E _ . 
VARIABLE 
AFFECrOTHYMlA 
ItiTELllGENCE 
SUR6ENCY 
PARMIA 
PREMSIA 
RAOICAUSM 
SELF SUfFfClEMCY 
ER61C TENSION 
EXYIA 
rOUSH POISE 
DEPENDENTV. 
SATISFACTION 
MEAN 
5.78431 
6.45098 
4.50000 
5.59804 
6.17647 
5.00980 
5.45098 
5.81333 
4.98039 
0.62745 
6-31373 
STAnOARO 
DEVIATION 
1.48509 
2.07778 
1.95873 
1.97639 
1.86373 
1.70900 
1.88074 
1.98052 
1.44181 
1.64661 
7 08737 
CORRELATIOr RE6RESSI0N 
X Vt Y COEFFICIENT 
0.03170 
0.76695 
-0.08981 
0.19694 
0.13866 
0.17167 
-0.07946 
-0.04771 
0.70653 
-001178 
-0.03740 
0.19476 
0.08441 
0.08771 
0.17456 
0.19348 
-0.10047 
, 0.07414 
0.19995 
005786 
STO.ERROR 
OF RE6.00FF 
0.18308 
0.10989 
0.17878 
0.19177 
0.U587 
0.14797 
0.14051 
0.11897 
0.37739 
0.70193 
COMPUTED 
T.VALUE 
-0.17695 
1.7677S 
r- 0.47713 
0.45606 
1.19711 
1.35375 
-0.71505 
0.70303 
0.53695 
0.78654 
IHTERCEPT 7.21917 
MUITIPIE CORRELATION 0.37671 
MULTIPLE R^ SQUARE 0.14191 
STO ERlttR OF ESTIMATE 2.03719 
ANALYSIS OF VAHtAJtCE FOR fWE R £ « ^ S S I O « 
SflBRCE OF * A « I A T W * DCSREES OF F l^EKtt* 
ATmi»arttm.s m messiesBttm ro 
K * i A r r a H n o M e ^ r f ^ s t o H 91 
TOTAL 101 
SLm OF SQtJibfNES t*EAJ» SOUmjt^S 
67-1t¥59 
375 • BTT31 
437-96 091 
6 -71 - 3 6 
4-T29T9 
F-*!*U« 
1-504»! 
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TABLC-7 
Multiple Regression Analysis For Predicting Satisfaction 
in sample group-:—FEM.AL.£ 
•VARIABLE 
AFFECTOlHiHlA 
II1TEUI6ENCE 
SUR6CNCY 
PARMIA 
PREMSfA 
RAO(CAL(SM 
SELF SUfFfClEHCY 
1 ER61C TENSrON 
EX VIA 
rOU6H POISE 
DEPENDENTV. 
SATISFACTION 
MEAN 
&.C7037 
S.06^82 
3.82407 
5.02778 
£.8981S 
5.76074 
5.92593 
5.18518 
i.tHU 
5.8981S 
6.2«07< 
-
STAMDARO 
DEVIATION 
1.68954 
2.365U 
1.99920 
1.82638 
1.87925 
1.41666 
1.49581 
1.74092 
1.69294 
1.62308 
CORRELATIOr RE6RESSI0N 
X Vt Y COEFFICIENT 
0.02929 
0.16815 
O.O8170 
0.39609 
0.08711 
-0.09648 
0.02322 
0.27844 
0.18494 
0.17809 
0.05873 
0.20207 
- 0-17810 
0.52362 
0.06964 
-0.00316 
-0.00032 
-0.12512 
-0.18484 
0.16788 
STO.ERROR 
OF RE6.00FF 
0.15163 
0.08243 
0.12658 
0.15723 
0.10395 
0.12943 
0.13994 
0.11263 
0.26163 
0.15630 
COMPUTED 
T.VALUE 
0.38734 
2.45145 
1.40702 
3.33021 
0.66994 
-0.02439 
-0.00237 
-1.11089 
-0.70650 
1.0708 
INTERCEPT 3-15335 
MULTIPLE CORRELATION 0-51595 
MULTIPLE R ' SQUAft€ 026620 
STO ERROR OF ESTIMATE 1-67696 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE RE6RESSI0N 
SOURCE Of VARIATION OESREES OF FRSWJM 
A T T R t ^ A l l E 10 REftRCSSIOM io 
0€¥IAnO« FROM REGRESSION 97 
rOTAl 107 
StJM OF SQUARES MEAN SHJARES F-VALUE 
96-95866 
2 72 • 78210 
371 • 74075 
9-S9S87 
2-81219 
3-5189 
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I.V.'s by computing their correlations with the DV had been 
conducted separately for males and females, we could have got a 
better understanding of the phenomena. Never the less, some light 
has been shed on the phenomena, suggestive of there being a 
difference amongst men and women in the role of personality 
factors in satisfaction prediction. 
The multiple regression analyses conducted on the four age 
groups show that in two groups the F value indicating the 
significnce of R, is significant at P <.05. This was for the two 
younger age - groups, that of below 20 years and that of 20 to 30 
years. Intelligence emerged as the most significant independent 
variable in the age group below twenty years. Although low ergic 
tension, and parmla had a high correlation value, in terms of 
their unique contribution as I.Vs they did not show significance. 
In case of the 20 - 30 years age group, we observe that 
though the F value is greater than the P < .05 criterion, no 
Independent Variable on its own strength contributes to the R. 
The T - values of Parmia and Intelligence are, in absolute terms, 
higher than those of the other T's computed, but fall slightly 
short of fulfilling the significance criterion. 
The F - values computed for the two higher age groups (30 -
40 years and 40 - 50 years) were found to be insignificant. In 
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TABLE - 8 
Multiple Regression Analysis For Predicting Satisfaction 
in sampjc_ group . : _ _Bi.LpW_20 YEARS 
VARIABLE 
AFFECTOTHYMIA 
inTELllGENCE 
SUR6CNCY 
PARMIA 
PREMSIA 
RAOICAUSM 
SELF SUFFtClENCY 
ERSIC TENSION 
EXVIA 
TOUCH POISE 
DEPENDENTV. 
SAHSFACnON 
MEAN 
4-93750 
SSOOOO 
4.0750 
5-45313 
5-e4063 
5-26563 
5-68750 
5-43750 
4'796%8 
5-10536 
5-7C563 
STAnOARO 
DEVIATION 
1.W457 
2-26779 
2'0845? 
1.97548 
2-11845 
1-54 552 
1-87612 
1.79837 
1>65404 
1-78279 
1 9251? 
CORRELATIOr 
X Vs Y 
- 023161 
0-28541 
0-06156 
0-29132 
0-04129 
0-17597 
-0.05576 
- 0-23125 
0.10445 
0.1K83 
RE6RESSI0N 
COEFFICIENT 
- 0-21236 
0-22424 
-002223 
0-27876 
0-18863 
0-13360 
0-0230 
-0-23579 
-0-11731 
0'U358 
STO. ERROR 
OF RE6.C0FF 
0-16447 
0-10591 
0-16511 
0-16021 
0-14555 
0-15073 
0-14712 
0-14223 
0-34259 
0-18810 
COMPUTED 
T.VALUE 
-1-29119 
2-11714* 
- 0-12009 
1-54 68 
1-29600 
0-88630 
0-15648 
- 1-S648 
-0-342 42 
0 76334 
, 
•HTtftCEFT 3-377r5 
I r t l tnPlE CORRCLATIM 0-54233 
NOtTIPUE B^ SWJARE 0.29412 
STO Cmimt 9F ^TttCATE 1-76342 
A&MJrSitS Of VAWANCf f&B ISe ^X^^On 
OF W k ^ A B ^ l 
TQTAl 
53 
63 233.4S438 
t « A » S a t t M i € S 
6 • 9*715 
3 - » « 4 
2-281^ 
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TABLE-9 
Multiple Regression Analysis For Predicting Satisfaction 
in sample group age 20i.3Q_Y£AR 
VARIABLE 
AFFECrOTHYMIA 
rnfEUIGENCE 
SUR6ENCY 
PARMfA 
PREMSIA 
RADICALISM 
SELF SUfFfCtEMCY 
. ER6IC TENSION 
EX VIA 
rOU6H POISE 
DEPENDENTV. 
SAriSFACTION 
MEAN 
-;.73221 
5.03091 
3.60S19 
5.10390 
A.98701 
5.63636 
5.88312 
5.28571 
£.38961 
5.53247 
6.«2857 
STANDARD 
DEVIATION 
1.37015 
2.U509 
2.05221 
1.83951 
1.91595 
1.50358 
I.£6e7« 
1.90668 
1.61535 
1.713G0 
1.97636 
CORRELATKX 
X. Vs Y 
0.01388 
0.11708 
0.16684 
0.40380 
0.15786 
0.05756 
0.02655 
-0.32657 
0.24376 
0-10268 
RE6RESSI0N 
COEFFICIENT 
0.11991 
0.17026 
-0.19183 
0.44144 
0.19705 
0.08734 
-0.10496 
-0.18944 
-0.05929 
0.19907 
STD. ERROR 
OF RE6.00FF 
0.24422 
0.10544 
0.22019 
0.22505 
0.15869 
0.15144 
0.19268 
0.12914 
0.43573 
0.22023 
COMPUTED 
T.VALUE 
0.49097 
1-61474 
-0.87121 
1.96156 
1.24167 
0.57674 
-0.54475 
-1.46700 
-0.13606 
0.90389 
. 
IrtTERCEPT Z76685 
MULTIPLE CORRELATION 0-50590 
MULTIPLE B^ SQUARE 0-15593 
STO ERROR OF ESTIMATE 1-82939 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE REGRESSION 
SOURCE OF VARtATttN OCTREES W FREEDOM SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARES 
ATTRI8UTABl€ 10 RCSRCSSfOtl 
0€ViATIOff mm RESRESSKW 
rOTAl 
TO 
66 
76 
75-976S2 
220-«8054 
296-85715 
7-5966 
3-34667 
F-VAIUE 
2 270» 
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T A B L E - ) 0 
Multiple Regression Analysis For Predicting Satisfaction 
in sanr>ple group age 30 ~^.Q_YELAR.S 
VARIABLE 
AFFECTOTHYMIA 
inTEUieENCE 
SUR6ENCY 
PARMtA 
PREMSIA 
MEAN 
4.90^76 
6.5000 
t .57U3 
5.16667 
5.80952 
1 
RAO(CALCSM j S.66667 
SELF SUFF(C(EICY 
ER6IC TENSION 
EX VIA 
rOU6H POISE 
DEPENDENTV. 
SArisFAcrioN 
5.7U29 
6.30952 
4.78571 
5.16667 
6.63333 
STANDARD 
DEVIATION 
1.39353 
1.79770 
1.66000 
1.69528 
1.65630 
1.63299 
1.82511 
1.73188 
1.25080 
1.85993 
1.75189 
CORRELATW 
X V« Y 
0.21313 
0.00387 
- 0.08689 
0.12655 
006763 
- 0.13073 
-0.02288 
-0.10316 
0.03868 
-0.18589 
RE6RESSI0N 
COEFFICIENT 
0.32137 
-0.18866 
0.00619 
0-13732 
-0.19931 
-0.13265 
-0.03269 
-0.27367 
-0.21622 
- 0.29378 
STD.ERROR 
OF RE6.C0FF 
0.29886 
0.23117 
0.32215 
0.30103 
0.26166 
022595 
0.22820 
0.22221 
0.62316 
0.26698 
COMPUTED 
T.VALUE 
1.07531 
-0.81601 
0.01302 
0.65618 
-0.82553 
-058618 
-0.16326 
-1.23072 J 
-036377 
-1.10038 
IrtTERCEPT 12-11836 
MULTIPLE CORRELATION 0-39725 
MULTIPLE R ' ' SQUARE 0-15780 
STO ERROR OF ESTIMATE 1.86896 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE RE6RESSiON 
SOURCE OF VARIATION DE9REES OF FREEDOM 
ATnttmntkWit m RESDISSION IB 
DEviAnoH nm I » « * E S S « > H 31 
TOTAl 41 
SUM Of SQUARES MEAM SOUARES 
19-8S7T5 1-9*571 
105-97619 3 61859 
125-83336 
F-VAIUE 
0-5808« 
(NS) 
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TABLE-11 
Multiple Regression Analysis For Predicting Satisfaction 
in sample group age A0ji5Q_y£AR5 
VARIABLE 
AFFECrOTHYMIA 
inrELiieENCE 
SUR6ENCY 
PARMIA 
PREMSIA 
RAO{CAL(SM 
SELF SUFFtUENCY 
ER6IC TENSION 
EX VIA 
TOUGH POISE 
DEPENOENTV. 
SATISFACTION 
MEAN 
SUi.U 
6-96796 
3-0U81 
5-74 074 
6 79630 
<-51852 
5-U815 
^•00000 
5-25926 
5 U815 
6 18518 
STANOARO 
DEVIATION 
1 92820 
1-9705^ 
2 0575% 
229703 
1-9377ft 
1'718 01 
1-70302 
1•98068 
1 -74516 
1'61015 
2-166d3 
CORREUkTia 
X Vt Y 
0-50426 
0-55113 
0-15464 
0-33457 
0-32535 
-0-15077 
-0-2161% 
0-20612 
0-50554 
0.05798 
RE6RESSI0N 
CpEFFICIEHT 
0 27238 
0-54593 
0 -19269 
-0-21196 
0-00850 
0-01671 
-0-16016 
0-20014 
0-36618 
0.04340 
STO. ERROR 
Of RE6.00FF 
0-36341 
0-25836 
0 -31039 
0-35246 
0 -281 ft2 
0-33343 
0'39279 
0-34145 
0-49399 
0-33350 
COMPUTED 
T.VALUE 
0-74953 
2-11303 
0-58%59 
-0-60136 
0-03015 
0-05612 
- 0 4 0781 
0-58614 
0-74126 
0-13013 
INTERCEPT 
MULTIPLE CORRELAtrON 
MULTIPLE R» SQUARE 
STO ERROR Of ESTIMATE 
- 104256 
0-75075 
0-56362 
1'82466 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE RE6RESS10N 
SOURCE Of VARIATION 0E6REES Of f R£ED0M 
ATTRiaUTAllC 10 RE»R€S5raM 10 
DSViATItW f«OI( RE6RESSKW 16 
TOTAL 26 
SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARES F-VAIUE 
68^  80X09 
53•26997 
122-07407 
6-&eG4t 
3-32937 
2-06658 
(NS) 
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view of the large number of Independent variables and in 
comparison the small size of the sample, this is not surprizing 
and had even a value significant at the prescribed criterion 
emerged, we would still have handled it with extreme reservation. 
What is interesting is that despite an overall picture of non-
significance of I.V.'s predicting the DV, the factor of 
Intelligence stood significant at P <,05 in the 40 - 50 years 
sample. There are many high correlations in that sample but we 
will not succumb to the temptation of drawing interesting 
conclusions when the number of cases should compel us to be on 
our guard but we will certainly say that the factors of 
intelligence, parmia and exvia deserve to be studied seriously. 
Affectothymia which had a very low correlation value with the DV 
in the younger age groups (in the below twenty group the value 
was slightly high but negative) showed a comparatively much 
higher and positive value in the older age groups. This may give 
direction in the probing of the age variable in satisfaction. 
This conclusion brings to the investigator's mind a study 
conducted by Gondy and others (1981) in which it was shown that 
for the elderly social ties with friends and community are 
better predictors of life satisfaction than even family ties. An 
even stronger relationship was found between community 
involvement and life satisfaction. The family structure in 
Indian context is of course very much different from that of the 
sample of the above study, but many common factors play a part in 
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old-age happiness and satisfaction. Factor A (Affectothymla) 
which comprises of qualities like warm - heartedness, co-
operativeness, participation, attentiveness to others, langhing 
readily rather than sulking, are probably those qualities which 
help a person to adjust to becoming old, accepting the increasing 
autonomy and assertiveness of his children and in cultures where 
nuclear fafflllles are the fashion to find community involvements. 
Understandbly, family ties may not have much to do in those 
situations with old - age satisfaction. Affectothyraia deserves 
consideration in conjunction with the age variable. For the 
younger age groups, competing and succeeding are probably more 
important than being outgoing and popular. 
Coming to the next concern of our probe, we will report the 
results obtained in our comparison of the sex and age groups in 
terms of satisfaction (dissatisfaction) scores. 
We observe from Table - 12, that there is no difference 
between men and women in terms of their satisfaction scores. If 
the study is extended to cover the non - university population 
and comparison of that information with data of our sample (in 
which women are either studying or working) is made, that would 
be really meaningful. Most probably in the present Indian 
context, women in general would by and large be perceiving 
themselves as low on satisfaction, and information pointing to a 
TABLE - 12 
COMPARISON OF MEANS OF SAKSFACTfON SCORES 
C VARIABLE-SEX 1 
GROUP I - MALES 
GROUP I I - FEMALES 
GROUP 
I 
11 
N 
107 
108 
MEAN 
6.1U 
i.1i,\ 
S. 0. 
7.071 
1.8SS 
COMBINED S.D 
1.9S 
t-VALUE 
.76« 
( NS ) 
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TABLE - 13 
COMPARISON OF MEANS OF SATISFACTION SCORES 
r VARIABLE- S-E-SD 
GROUP I - FAMILY INCOME BELOW Rs-1000 GROUP III'FAMILY INCOME Rs-2000-1000 
GROUP I I '• - Ri.iooo-iooo GROUP IV * * R«.300O-«OOO 
GROUP V ABOVE R«. 4000 
GROUP 
I 
I I 
I 
I I I 
I 
IV 
N 
n 
17 
tt 
CI 
11 
t9 
MEAN 
7.55 
5.81 
7.55 
5.85 
7.55 
8.33 
SO 
1.33 
3.17 
1.23 
2.00 
1.23 
1.80 
COMBINED SD 
2.1239 
2.0007 
1.7729 
t-VALUE 
2 . 3 8 * 
2.58 ^ 
2 . 0 5 8 * 
I 
V 
U 
m 
11 
53 
37 
61 
7.55 
6.77 
5.81 
5.85 
1.23 
1.80 
2.17 
2.00 
1.739 
2.085 
1.354 
(MS) 
I N S ) 
Cent, 
Cont. - 13 
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GROUP 
11 
IV 
n 
V 
m 
IV 
in 
V 
IV 
V 
N 
17 
4S 
17 
51 
fit 
i S 
f1 
51 
^« 
51 
MEAN 
5.S1 
6.11 
5.81 
€.77 
5.85 
C.11 
t 
5.85 
8.77 
5.«1 
6.77 
SD 
7.17 
1.80 
7.17 
1.80 
7.0 
1.M> 
7.00 
1.80 
7.17 
1.80 
COMBINED SD 
1.986i 
7.016 
1.979 
1.96£5 
1.«11 
t-VALUES 
1.196 
( N S ) 
1.805 
(n s> 
1.789 
( NS) 
7 . i9 i5 
1.6768 
( N S ) 
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levelling of difference through education would be enlightening -
but we would prefer not to draw summary conclusions. 
On comparing the four age - groups, we find that out of the 
six inter - group comparisons there is no difference in the mean 
satisfaction scores of five,and only in one case was difference 
observed. That particular case is the case of group one (age 
below twenty years) and group three (age between thirty to forty 
years). The t - value in that case is significant at P < .01. 
As reported earlier many investigators have pointed to the 
fact that satisfaction increases with age. It is a well- accepted 
fact that adolescence is a period of storm and stress. Not only 
at the physiological level does it place exacting demands, but it 
is also a stage of disillusionment where the awakening young 
adult realizes that he had been living in a fairy tale. The 
inspiring stories of bravery, idealistic adherence to principles 
at the cost of life the victory of good over bad on which he had 
been building his world - image, goals and ideals suddenly turn 
out to be flimsy and ideals impractical - and worst of all, the 
teller of all these noble tales (father, mother, teacher, some 
successful public figure) turns out under close scrutiny to crack 
down into ordinariness. The adolescent and young adult is busy 
trying to "find" himself, to find a goal and programme through 
which he can find a place for himself in the competitive world. 
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TABLE - U 
COMPARISON OF MEANS OF SATISFACTION SCORES 
[VARIABLE : AGE 3 
GROUP I - AGE BEIDW 20 YEAR 
GROUP n - AGE BETWEEN 20-30 Yrs. 
GROUP m - AGE BETWEEN 30-^0 Yrs. 
GROUP IV - A G E BETWEEN 40-50 Yrs. 
GROUP 
I 
I I 
I 
I I I 
I 
IV 
N 
%t, 
77 
Si 
17 
C« 
77 
MEAN 
S.7fi6 
t.l79 
S.76C 
can 
S.7Cfi 
S.1«S 
SO 
1.910 
1.tC3 
1.910 
1.731 
1.910 
3.17« 
COMBINED SD 
1.967 
1.91S 
t 
7.678 
I I 
I I I 
I I 
IV 
in 
r» 
77 
n 
77 
27 
11 
17 
6.i79 
6.833 
6.i79 
c.tss 
S.833 
i . t«S 
1.9«3 
1.731 
1.963 
7.176 
1.731 
7.n« 
1.89A9 
7.01 
1.9761 
t-VALUE 
1.66 
( N S ) 
7.ft0 
.696 
( N S ) 
1.117 
( NS) 
.543 
( NS ) 
1.371 
( NS ) 
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As a result of this competitiveness, he continues to add to his 
qualifications, prepare for lAS/IFS, worry for employment till he 
is almost thirty. A settled job and family life begins much later 
today than it did some decades ago. A difference in the below 20 
age groups and the 30 - 40 age group is quite understandable; but 
by the same logic it should have been manifested in the 
comparison between fourth and first age - groups. We do not, 
however, find such covenient results in real life and will have 
to conclude that except during that period of life when one 
passes over from unsettled young adulthood to a more settled and 
firmly anchored life of the thirties, age does not seem to have 
any effect on satisfaction. 
On scrutinizing the satisfaction sores of the various S-E-S 
groups and the results emerging out of these inter - group 
comparisons, we come across an extremely interesting fact. The 
lowest-income group (permonth family income Rs.lOOO/-) has a mean 
score of 7.55 (with S.D. value 1.23) whereas for the total sample 
the average satisfaction score is 6.25714 (S.D. value 2.009). In 
the inter - group comparisons S-E-S. group I differs 
significantly from group II, group III and group IV, but not from 
group V. Except for one more significant t - value (that between 
group III and group V), no other t value is of significance. 
To understand these results, it is important to view them in 
Mm. "^ 
9D 
the total perspective and context. While describing our sample, 
we had drawn attention to the fact that the number of subjects 
falling in S-E-S group one is few because in the teaching and 
non-teaching staff, the pay scale is much higher and amongst the 
students studying in the University, there would be few whose 
families, if they were earning less than Rs.lOOO/- p.m. could 
send them to the university. We had pointed out that all the 
members of S-E-S group I, were students who, through scholarship 
or self earn programmes were meeting the financial commitments of 
their education. This fact has to be kept in mind rather than the 
mere condition of their belonging to a particular income level. 
The aspect of self - dependence, achieving targets through self -
effort and excellence is unique to this group. Apparently it has 
enhanced its perception of satisfaction. In the academic 
community where an individual's evaluation and standing in a 
group is judged on qualities of excellence and distinction in the 
educational sphere, rather than on material possessions, feelings 
of self - worth and self - esteem, so important for our sense of 
satisfaction, depend not on money but emanate from personal 
potentials. Thus economic factors, do not have a relationship 
with satisfaction of the type that has been usual to posit. We, 
however, find that the highest income group (group V) has the 
next - highest mean satisfaction score, such that there is no 
significant difference between the mean scores of group I and 
group V. In all other inter - group comparisons we find no 
TABLES-15-17 
INTERGROUP COMPARISONS OF S-ORIENTEO EXPERIENCES 
AND 0-ORIENTED EXPERIENCES 
TABLE - IS (VARIABLE-SEX) 
6R0UP 
HALE 
FEMALE 
S-ORIENTED 
• S 
IS 
O-ORIEMTEO 
1? 
53 
CH - SQUARE 
VALUE 
13-755 
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TABLE - 16 (VARIABLE -AGE) 
6R0UP 
BELOW 30 Yrs. 
3 0 . 3 0 Yrs. 
3 0 - 4 0 yr«-
4Q . SO Yr». 
S-ORIENTEO 
53 
60 
23 
15 
O-ORIENTEO 
13 
17 
19 
13 
CHI. SQUARE 
VALUE 
30-8»9 « « 
6R0UP 
INCOME BEU)W 
Rt. 1000/< 
1000 - 3000 
3 0 0 0 - 3 0 0 0 
3000 - AOOO 
ABOVE 4000 
TABLE - 17 
S-ORIENTEO 
8 
35 
51 
34 
" 
( VARIABLE 
0 -ORIENTEO 
3 
13 
10 
U 
31 
S - E - S ) 
CHI-SQUARE WlUE 
7 8 6 7 
( N S ) 
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difference in the satisfactln scores of the various SES groups, 
except in the case of group III - group V. That difference too is 
significant only at P >.01, but it does point to the highest SES 
group having a significantly greater score on satisfaction than 
one of the lower SES group. 
The conclusion that we may place on record in the light of 
the above is that the relationship between satisfaction and 
income is not linear and satisfaction does not increase with 
income as proposed by investigators referred to in Chapter I, We 
may suggest that factors like self - dependence, sense of worth, 
sense of achievement and excellence exert so strong an influence 
on the perception of satisfaction that economic facors may lose 
their significance within their context. In a social context 
where the value system associates esteem, recognition and self -
worth with material and economic assets, monetary factors may 
become predominant. This reiterates the concept of the phenomena 
of satisfaction in terms of value satisfaction. 
Referring to Tables 15, 16 and 17, we observe how the 
different groups stand in terms of the nature of experiences 
which they associate with satisfaction. It may be recalled that 
we have categorized these experiences into two main groups—those 
situations which associate the experience of satisfaction with 
one's own self (eg. the respondent being awarded a scholarship, 
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finding a nice life - partner, getting a good job) and situations 
where satisfaction is reported through experiences in which the 
respondent has not participated, but others have paricipated (eg. 
"when my country won the World Cup","when ray brother was selected 
in the Engineering Course","when ay friend became reconciled with 
her husband"). We have called thera the "other - oriented" 
experiences. 
We find that in terms of sex and age, there is a very 
significant difference amongst the respondents as to the type of 
experiences being reported as leading to satisfaction. 
It can be discerned that difference amongst men and women 
point towards the fact that as compared to men, women report 
other oriented edxperiences as leading to satisfaction to a much 
greater degree. Of the total sixty respondents reporting other-
oriented experiences, 72% are women. The number of older people 
reporting other oriented experiences is also relatively larger 
than in the case of the younger respondents. Both sex and age 
have chi-square values fulfilling the criteria P < .01, in fact 
amongst men and woaen, the difference in terras of the incidence 
of such experiences is indicated by chi-square value of 13.75 
(p < .005). 
The S-E-S variable does not account for satisfaction 
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experiences being either "self-oriented" or "other-oriented". It 
appears that the process of deriving satisfaction has someting to 
do with age and sex, but economic factors do not seem to 
contribute to it. 
It should be borne in mind that the nature of experiences is 
most distinctively a function of our perceptions and cognitions, 
which in their turn are vastly influenced not only by our 
"reactive apparatus" but also by our situation n life, that is 
the inputs which our reactive systems will receive and process. 
The nature of experiences differ vastly for the men and women. 
For example, it is only the woman who will have occasion to 
report as satisfying an experience of the nature — "giving birth 
to a normal, healthy, perfect baby daughter", holding my son and 
knowing that both of us will make it now". There are also more 
chances of women reporting experiences like"nursing ray mother and 
caring for her" than men. We have also observed in our responses 
that for the younger group of girls, the "other - oriented" 
experiences reported are not necessarily deep or moving ones, but 
are by and large more a function of idealistic hero-worship and a 
matter of social expectations which our way of life has earmarked 
for them and they are showing signs of imbibing. The success of 
their brother, some other relative or friend is reported as 
affording satisfaction. In the older women, a deeper concern and 
attachment is obvious e.g. "when my friend was saved from the 
too 
horror of drugs". 
These gender differences or rather gender role differences 
are an important reality and must be understood and appreciated. 
They are part of the Indian psyche or in Jungian terras, of the 
collective unconscious, featuring prominently in mythology and 
folk lore. Women have been adored and honoured over the years for 
merging their identity in to the other, and not for asserting it. 
An Incident from the Bhagwad Gita will illustrate the point 
fully. Lord Krishna is unwell and Narad has informed his queens 
that if the dust from under the feet of a person who loves 
Krishna is put on his forehead, the pain which is causing anguish 
will be cured. Since placing dust from under their feet on the 
head of the Lord will endanger their salvation, the queens 
hesitate. In the mean time Narad goes to Radha, with the same 
message. Radha immediately tears the end of her chunni and places 
the dust from under her feet to be taken to Krishna and as for 
any concern about her own salvation, she says that her nirvana is 
in the happiness of her Lord. What Radha does puts the queens to 
shame. The beauty and simplicity of this incident conveys with 
sympathetic poignance the role which women have been playing over 
the years. It is within this framework of giving rather than 
receiving that women have functioned. Motherhood necessitates 
that this must be so but this should not prevent us from 
attempting to arrive at a position of Justice which balances an 
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Independent, human identity and the role of the selfless 
nurturer. It is also Important to appreciate these differences 
with sympathetic understanding rather than looking at them with 
disdain as a further proof of women being dependent and weak. 
That the younger age groups show a relatively much greater 
number of self - oriented responses, and the older age group 
shows a relatively much greater number of other - oriented 
responses can also be seen from Table 16. Perhaps the 
proxiraodistality principle of development is true not only at the 
physical level but holds an element of truth at the emotional, 
social and psychological level also. With the passage of time an 
individual seems to grow outwards — instead of functioning under 
the principle "with centre self and radius the outside world, 
draw a circle which revolves around the self", he seems to shift 
his centre nearer to the non-self zone. Actually most personality 
theorists have been indicating towards this reality in one way or 
the other — the inward looking id giving way to the outward 
facing ego, the self - centred pregenital stages of development 
giving way to the society - oriented genital stage, Allport's 
proprium maturing through an extension of the self, are all 
examples of this indication. Since the higher age- group which we 
are referring to comprises of individuals between 30 - 50 years of 
age, they are all at the active stage of life and there can be no 
reason to attribute the "other - orientation" to dependence on 
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others. The only reason can be that growth in all direction is 
symbolic of progression and not regression and forward growth at 
the psychological level seems to encompass magnanimity and 
altruism rather than self centrednes. If we are not accused of 
bias, we may even express the query - are women who are showing 
such a significantly high Incidence of other - orientation 
rather than self orientation expressing a higher state of 
psychlogical functioning than their male counterparts? However, 
the investigator would prefer, at this moment, to treat the 
preceding sentence as an interjection and not an opinion. 
Unfortunately, we have not been able to make finer 
distinctions within then "other - oriented" responses. For 
example, it would have given us a better understanding of the 
whole picture if we had categorised the "other" into primary 
groups/secondary groups or family/friends/community/society at 
large. However, we were unable to undertake this exercise, 
bacause the overwhelming number of responses were not clear cut 
or singular, a variety of things were said in a single defintion, 
Bringing such complex qualitative data into quantitative form 
that would reflect the content in an unbiassed manner would 
entail evolving a system of codification with a reasonable degree 
of reliability, achieved through work of a more collective 
nature. That this should ultimately be undertaken was clearly in 
our minds - as a consequence we opted to take the subjects 
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responses regarding definition and meaning of satlsfctlon In 
writing rather than orally, thus keeping them available for 
future reference. 
Before proceeding further, let us summarize our results in 
terms of the answers which they provide to the question we had 
raised. 
Hypothesis one had suggested that satisfied and dissatisfied 
individuals differ in their personality configurations. We have 
found that the personality profiles of satisfied and dissatisfied 
Individuals have an insignificant coefficient of profile 
similarity. They are however, not inverse or dissimalar. This 
result is not easy to explain since the rp values of the oher 
comparisons indicate as if the average satisfaction group has a 
very high degree of profile similarity with the satisfied group 
and a reasonable high degree of similarity with dissatisfied —as 
if the three positions are points on the same continuum. 
Dissimilarity would have been easier to explain, it would have 
placed the average satisfaction group at the centre, with the 
satisfied and Dissatisfied group on either side. At the moment, 
it appears as if the continuum proceeds in a particular manner 
till a particular level and then takes a turn which we are not 
able to pursue. It is essential to open our mind and critically 
examine certain basic contentions of ours which form part of our 
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procedure. For example it may be true that the satisfied would by 
and large perceive themselves as satisfied, but are the 
dissatisfied in a position to perceive themselves as dissatisfied? 
Even when we are defining dissatisfaction in terms of low 
satisfaction, the very valid question is that is it not possible 
that many who are in reality very low on satisfaction, but as a 
result of non-acceptance of their situation with ego defense 
processes to enhance this non-acceptance, may locate themselves 
as highly saisfied. Thus what was for us the highly satisfied 
group may have included many highly dissatisfied individuals. A 
possible strategy for this would be to delete the respondents 
giving extreme-end responses; it is difficult with the ixed 
basket of Joys and sorrows, failures and achievements that we all 
carry to locate ourselves at the highest pinnancle of 
satisfaction—and this may be the reaction—position adopted by a 
person who is not accepting his failures and dissatisfactions. We 
should not be confounded with the results. In the words of St. 
Augustine — "Miracles occur in contradiction not to nature, but 
what is known to us of nature". The path of knowing is very much 
facilitated by accepting our Ignorance, so we will conclude by 
accepting that the anser is not with us. We must look for it with 
humility and self - criticism but we are at least happy that we 
made honest effort and did not take the easy path of proving that 
the hypothesis of the two groups being different is sustained by 
their being not similar. 
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§eg«irdiag our second quory of «hich particular parsooality 
characteristics coatribute aigalficaatly to aatlsfnction, wa flad 
that two personality factors aoasi to prodlcfc more than any others 
the experlsoce of aatlsfactioa. Thej are factor - B 
(Intelligence) and factor H (Paraia). 
Factor B, vhlch is a j>ower aeasure of latelligence and at 
its high - ecore end denotes -
1) high e^noral siental capaicit; 
11) lasightfult Fast - learning, Intellfecttiaily adaptable, 
ill) Inclined to have more intellectual interests 
Iv) Showing better judgetnent, 
v) Of high raorale 
vl) Persevering. 
was found asaoclateil with satisfaction in a lar^e way. A high 
score on Factor B seams to afford the tndivldusl s better chance 
of success la eoiapotitiva activities, particularly the type of 
activities} uailertaken in Institutes of higher learning, "lowever, 
/actor 3 la not a factor relevant only for scholastic activities 
but a high mental capacity, insight, better judgement, high 
aorale, perseverance ^m^X^. be paetlnent for life situations In 
general* Factor ii emerged as an important predictor of 
satisfaction - dissatinitaction. 
lOS 
Factor 0, which at Its high - scoring &ad Is designated as 
Parisla was found sigalficaat at P .01 for the sample under 
study* Paraia which is defined as advonturous, "thick ~ skinnod", 
socially bold is deaoted by th® following cl»aract®rl»tics-
1) Adventuroua* Lik@s H«©6ing People 
li) J^ etiv@t (}'90r - Interest la Opposits &e% 
iii) R«spoasiir«, Genial 
iv) Friendly* 
v) Impulsive 
vi) E!!gotii»n3l and Artistic latsrests 
vll) Carefree, Deee not s®e Danger Signal 
Paraia also ©hows a notably low physiological reactivity to 
threat, Thia low eii8ee|»tability to threat say prove to b<& a very 
important charact@riatlc which facilitates a p^raoa to confront 
life with ita ups aad dowast chiallenges and dangers without 
breaking down* 
So«e other |s®r8onallty chsract®ristle©» notably oxvla^ 
af£actothymia and to soa© degree erglc tension neted to be probed, 
but St thia JuQCttiro we would folot out to Intollli^enc® and 
Parifflla aa eaergtng significant. The pattern seen la the 
regr@9sioa analyses ©f th© various «§© group© and the two sex 
groups a«§gest0 that sex and age have »one rol® to play ia th® 
relationship letween personality factors and satisfaction. 
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Regarding hypoehosls 3, nasioly that of sex Influencing 
saeiofactlon »cor99, it staads r^jecead as fto dlffer^ace was 
observed in thin regard nmon^nt aea snd wo@#i}. 
Uifeh regard to hypoeheeis 4, aa8!«ly of ag® playing « rol«& In 
satisfaction scores, w<i found that though a dl£for@»ce in one 
group coiiparison was »ignlfleant, and it was indicative ©f the 
higher age group eaerging aer® satis£l®«i than th© yotmger, yet in 
vlov of all other iat®rgro«p cosparlisena not showag any 
difference, v® are not in a position to accept the hypothesis. We 
hav© dlseussod the aattitr at leogth in a preceding paragraph. 
Mypiothcsin flv«, %rhich posits a difCerence batweea the S»B~S 
group in ttiolr satiitfactloa scores stands partially accepted, a» 
it i@ iodicatad by oitr rostilts that interoatlng intergroup 
dif£#re»cos — — thotigh totally dlfforont froa the type observed 
in «arlior studies «• ar® operating. If'@, however, f#«l that S»E«S 
factors per am are not coatributing to satisfction — aera 
p8rtin«nt aro c®rtata otl%«r fsctoris triggered off by a particular 
S-E-S situation, la a particular content. 
I?ith reforeaco to hypothesis sis, ther© appears aulficient 
roason to accept it, since we find that raen ani voa#o differ in 
tho oaturo o£ ©xporieocos associatod with satisfaction. 
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In the saae maaneft hypothesis seven is also sustained by 
evidence. 
We, hovevar, find that S-E->S factors do not account for 
differences in the tiatore of experiences associated with 
eatisfaction. Hypothesis eight stands rejected. 
It la also neceeeary to point out her^ t that njore important 
than the i@»e41ate resulte thet we heve obtained with regard to 
the variables of sex» age mn4 B-E~S, and Infinitely aore 
iraportant than the acceptssc® or rejectloa of hypotheses relating 
to them» is the fact that these three Isiportant variables rather 
than having direct, absolute interventioa, seetR to corae into the 
picture through the dyna^aica that they generate* Consequently, 
whea the context vae concerned with a unique type of altuatioa as 
was 1ft our case, 3«E'>S factors entered the pattern In a totally 
different @ay thaa reported in earlier studies. 
We now have a aore or lees eospreheaaive picture of what our 
reaults are trying to eay* We also have a clear picture now of 
gaps and loopholea which stand out and which came into view as a 
consequence of thia work. Through a co«-ordliiated juxttposition of 
laformatioQ obtained both in ter^a of what we have galnod and in 
terms of ahortcotaings that we perceive, wo can talk of the 
implications of this work particularly in terma of programmes for 
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the future. 
The inveatlgator feela that the ^ajor drawback iron which 
this work suffers la that it was confined to the univerBitf 
poptslstiofl. It i« aptly pointed out by Pandoy (H4i.8) that 
personality research in India has usually boon tindortakon by 
acadcsiclans witbl» their acadoalc environtaents and as such, 
infortsatlon ©btaln«d through It doos not haves aa broad a bas® as 
it should. Our work falli* in the aaae category of research, but 
it should be pointed out that only through colXectiv© and teasa 
rosesrch can v© conteaplatfi work of auch great isagnltud©. Th© 
importance of individual reseorch even though it be confi»"Jod to a 
particular segment is real in its own way because through it the 
procens of unearthing and crystallizing of infomotlon begins, Aa 
long as we do not attenpt to generalize beyond juatlfication and 
as long as we treat our work as part of the proceas of 
laforHiation - collection and not the final anawor to everything, 
individual research ventures, even when confined to a particular 
aegisent of society are irreplaceable in their own way. through 
thera, the direction for aore broad - based and jjeaningful 
research bocoaes clear. 
Also, w© should keep in islnd that when we nre trying to 
probe deep~core realities of huaan behaviour, like perf?onallty 
factors and their relationship with human experlencea, we are 
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talking o£ {»ctorn so universally and so l»triftslcally a part of 
the human system that »nl@ss th@re is a strsnd of corassonnoss at 
the eentrei tliere would fee no sci«nc© of pssychology. There would 
b& no scleoce of tay type if tUor« vas no order an4 no contaon 
thread holding uai^uoaeissos and diveratiti4@s iato a recognisable 
shape* Broad baae^ l studies are of course essential liocaus^ 
togath«r with idmnttijing thia cor® as|>«cta» they are also able to 
bring within grasp the peripheral circle which accounts for 
interactions and sakoe possible interv<isiitioa strategies. It ia, 
thereforef suggested that the phenomena of s^tlslactioa, 
particularly &a to ho«r it @masatos from processes within ths 
ladividual be undertaken at levels which perait oar sotting a 
more cooprehensive answer —- that is froa & morm cosiDpoliton 
group. 
Our results with regard to the personality profiles of the 
eatiefied ~ dissatisfied groupa create a doul»t in oar tisds 
regarding the unidiaefisiooelity ol the satisfaction 
dissatlsfactioa variable. Grichting (1983) had concladotl after 
enelysie of hie satisfaction - dissatisfaction responses through 
Haslow'a categories that satitfactioo - dlssstisfaction is 
unidissienaionel and bipolar, We felt incline?i to share tiiis 
opinion since the study indicated clearly that the subjects 
definitions of satisfaction - dissatisfaction vsrt pointing 
towards the saae ntiture of events, of course In invetB® direction 
I l l 
In the two eases* As pointed earlier, porh&pB deleting those 
rea|»ondent3 who ha^ given ©xtrese ~ |»olnt mtlags wotsld enhance 
th« "purity* ©f th@ tvo groups. Taking two iliiS&r&nt "reality 
views" and ladder-ratings, one for satlafQction aad one lor 
dissatisfaction and exaaialag tha aatter thereby aay also prove 
uB&inX ia resolving doubts about uel/aalti dlaettalonallty. We aay 
also be able to build a picture, ia oore serious taras! ass to what 
people i3«ai» by 9atis£actio» and dissatisfaction. Perceived 
satisgaetion is of courae the best, p©rhap© at present tfje only 
existing aeasura of ssatisfactioa but throagh reachinji unaalsity 
with regard to the coneaasitants of satlafaction, son© 
i»t«grated, validated m@asur« aay com& Into axlstance. 
P«raonality aaasuras and th@ concept of personality factors fiav@ 
co®« into oaistenc© through questionattire an4 rating dnta, so it 
is aot an i»possibillty to rsach a sisilar position vlth regard 
to satisfaetioQ. Through aodel-feiiildlag a«d tustlnij we should 
prob# ise»Ofi raised by theorists llk« Ailport, I'rankl, etc. For 
example, with regard to the position of tension ir> satisfaction -
Fraakl, Allport, Masiow all eay that for huasan sptisfactlon, 
particularly th® higher ^ order satisfaction, ^reaonco of toaaion 
rather than its abaence Is import&nt* Studyinf; iiidlvldual rei>ore3 
on satisfactioa (or othor criteria of woli - h<»lng reflecting 
satisfaction) under differoat situations of tension would be 
enlighteaiag — e . g . — 
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(i) the impact of tension when goal ii^  in si^ht and 
hettti^t t<& the goal jsurmountabi® 
(ii) goal in sight, barrier unsuriSiOUBtable, 
(ill) goal not In sight because of barrier. 
(iv> barrier unpredictable (not in sight). 
Reports ot eatiafaetloQ* with reference to the nature of 
barrier, amount of teneion, aeaning and importance of the 
particular goal vill a4d to oar underatandiag of the concept. Work 
of this nature Is neceseery to place the phenomena on an 
empirical baae. 
through studies of a nature such as ours, the study of 
person-related characterlatlca can be undertaken in n raore 
Intensive way. The screening out of I«V,*a that do not operate la 
the sastlafaction procesa will help to identify the pertinent 
I.V,*a and study thera individually, aa well as in a step - wise 
and hierarchical faehlon. Such procedures can be undertaken 
meaningfully only when aosae base-line information exlats. 
In view of the total absence of person-oriented studies on 
aatiafactioa, our information ahould be treated aa a prelLisiaary 
input in the baseline channel. We will thus not assert that 
eatisfied Individuela have such and such personality 
characteristics and disasotiefled individuals have such and such 
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qualities but we vill say that »eme personality characteristics 
are sasiociated with satisfaction and {iissatisfaction 
(dissatisfaction defined aa B low de|'re<t o£ satisfaction). Two 
personality characteristics in p^reicular, naaely Intolligence 
and Parcjia predict more thsR any other characteristic the 
satlsfaction/dissatiafaction of the iadlvidual. In the contoxt of 
age and sax, the iuteirvention of personality cfmractoristic in 
predicting satisfaction appcears to undergo a chans<!^ « whicz) 
deserves to be probed. 
Many doubts have been raised and few straight answers 
provided by the iavestlgation. Host of the doubts are born out of 
the vastness of the canvas, its relative emptiness and the great 
sense of respoasibility one feels in drawing coriclaslons about 
huffiaz) nature. Yet w® do find pointe on tha canvas lia'.sting up 
with infors-atioa. We £iad two personality lactota pro^alRently 
entering the scene end aoae others standing by behind, waiting to 
be given their positions. We see the two suxoa standiiiii side by 
side in terma of their eatiafectlon levels, V.ion movldng apart in 
terms of the distinctive nature of the exporienc<>3 that brought 
thesa to those positions, 'J& find age doin^ almost tht aaae 
exercise and we find S-E«3 variables breaking previoua rules and 
adopting a totally different stance, Va get the fooling that sex, 
age and S-S-S are the saaifeat, tangible forms of something that 
we cannot locate jspecifIcally bat in a broad aense we aao that 
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c o g n i t i o n s , ejfpecEattoRS and i a s p i r a t l o t i s ar<? movirs'^, tH!.?se 
s t r u c t H f e s , 
We have a l s o been .-pado t o rf?a!,lae t h a t mmf important 
c h a r a c t o r s a r e # t l l l behlnf? t h e c u r t a i n s , ' fowsvsr , lgnora?tce does 
not iai^an t o ' n o t know ' , ef%th®t I t i s ' n o t knowing trsat you ?o «ot 
know* t h a t I s a c t u a l l y I g n o r a n c e . Awnrnesa of sho r t coml r igs an--J si 
d e s i r e t o overcome t h e s p l a c e s t h e I n t i l v i d u a l w i th h i s back t o 
the J a r k n e s s and h l a p o s t u r e a t ta** t h r ® s h 0 l 4 of knowl^-ic.e-- and 
we a r s f u l l y aware af gaps and l o o p h o l e s . ?itn:'t\y fiih*?4'-?0ii In 
our »5iads i s cti« c h i l d h o o d r e f r a i n which w© l e a r n t a t s choo l — 
" ' le who knows «nd '<now«s *»e knowjs, 
he I s a wise asan, aaek h l a , 
f?e who knows oad knows not he knows, 
he l8 a s l e e p , wako h l - i . 
I'e wWo knov i n o t , ,'?n{f ^nows he kaows no t 
ha l a a c h i l d , t e a c h him 
^'e vho kfsows n o t , and knows not h& kaovs not 
(•m i s a f o o l , shun hiffl". 
Tritia, we rjre not w i s e , so we w i l l n a t b© s^ou,.iht but a t l«?,:j3t 
we a r e n e i t h e r a a l t j e p , wrap t In a s lu . sber of complacer^cy nor 
f o o l s calllri.i5 t o he shunn«<!, W© a r a c tn l ld r«d In t h e v a s t tiinrdsn 
of knowledge t r y i n g t o f i nd new f l o w e r s , learnln , . ; t h s l r aa-isaj?, 
hoping t o c a t c h t h e i r o l u s l v e perf t ims. Vs want t o If^arn an;' -tflll 
c o n t i n u e t a k i n g s t e p s , f l o u r t d e r l n g sjo«!ettmt*s, but then ntrin<\in% 
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s t r a i g h t and u p r i g h t wi th lncre??«lng coaf l<]snce. Tt t i t h i s 
<5eslr«> t o -{raw out wa te r ifo-tk w i t h i n t h e l e s e r t t h a t h:jg ta'^en 
man t o where he i a . 
'U l t ima te ly hf a p p l y i n g I n f o r m a t i o n t h a t v l l l he gener i i tod In 
t h e f i e l ' i wa can hope t o tlevJs** bc»tt«r h e l p pco-fiCn^'.^tcs .,in<.i 
l n t ( ? rven t ion s t ra t t ju i^?^ for our f a l l o w hu^ in h e l n ^ s ( o u r s e l v e s 
inc lude*! )* A» approach! t h a t Imbibea w i t h i n I t s e l f an appr<?c ia t Ion 
of t h e e s s e n t i a l f l l T P of cO':;monnafjs t h a t p9r>n*>at«»H t h f l>fh?ivlo'sr 
f a b r i c , a t t h e sa;ie tiTif* tf5k<»ii i n t o c o g n i s a n c e t h e '1 v ^ r s t t i c s 
nofi y n l - j u e n e s s e s t h a t .list) fo rn 30 «?H8<*ritlal ^i^tt of I t , io s h o r t 
bal^^ncesi th« lf}loy.raphic s?nt t'i«» no- io thot Ic v i ewpo in t 
r e a l i s t i c a l l y , v l l l b^ f o r t hco i s ing vhtsn bf03i! has©:! at;i*ll**s g r e 
^ l a^ed on t h 0 rtiatrix of p e r s o n a l i t y . 
The incr?»aS'?-r? r e s t l e t s a n e s s in t?)an caai^txl by th«? f a s t , 
c o ; a p e t i t i v e aodisra si*"^  -'^ ^^ a c c e l a r a t O r l t h e quo.*!t for jie;ice which 
i s dr ivln; ; ; «^ ian frov-s p i l l a r t o p o s t , siway f ron t h e s e l f towards! 
ch is r l fS tans , dr-JSis and v i o l e n c e , Tnroui^fi '<;na'-»l e-f -e 'ji??',! 
d i r e c t i o n s and in fo rmr i t lon tiased c h a n n e l s , pro;;ra?ra<» t n ^ t irf» 
^ i n c a r e ar><? p u r p o s e f u l may *?mer;ie. 
And w© havo TaanH'jd t o »!r»eirth -i fow «Jrofts of wator fro;3 t he 
f l tasert . Ani i t is f 'rops vh ich btillsf s t r e a m s , p rTvi - ic i t ' icy 'ir<» 
not 3llow*»<' to d r y , !.ut •:ior«» tfn?n anytHin- / , e} t o r t .-if 
oxt rac t in^ , ; s a t i s f a c t i o n fro'T i t s p h t l o s o p h i en t noorlviii. tj and 
brlnij in^; i t on an t?as:'ifIc'sl bamt* was a w o r t h w h i l e o f fc^r t . 
APPENDIX-I 
Through communicating and sharing o-f thoughts, reactions and 
experiences, we can o-f ten help the behavioural scienctist to 
arrive at a better, deeper and more ge^nuine understanding o-f 
human nature. Your co-operation in this matter by responding to 
the queries in the -following pages will be deeply 
appreciated . (This quest ionaire is'strictl y -for research purposes. 
All in-formation will be treated as con-f ident ial ) . 
Name 
Age se; 
Educational status 
Decupat ion , 
Fami 1 y income , 
Al 1 of us want certain things out of 1 ife; there are goal s 
that we may wish to attain, we may even have desires and 
aspirations other than the usual goals. 
Suppose you are asked to reflect on what experiences-; have 
afforded you satisfaction in life or what experiences have the 
capacity to afford you satisfact ion(though you may not have 
personal 1y undergone them) ; what experiences have afforded you no 
satisfaction in 1ife or you feel have no capacity to afford you 
any satisfaction, how would you — 
(a) define the term "maximum possible satisfaction". 
(b) define the term "least passible satisfaction". 
Feel free to give 'our answers in any manner that comes 
naturally to you that i'-, you may give your definition as a 
conclusion that you may have drawn out of the various pictures 
that form n your mind; or you may pinpoint experiences that you 
feel express maximum satisfaction' and minimum satisfaction. 
F'l ease give your responses in the sheet attached. 
You may probably feel that no matter what one wants out of 
1 i-fe, or does not want out o-f 1 i-fe, not all our wishes and 
aspirations BrB -fulfilled, for life has a mixed assortment of 
goods to offer. 
When you think about what really matters in your life things 
that you consider to be really important for your satisfaction 
and things happening that are related to low satisfaction — to 
what extent do you feel contented and satisfied? Indicate this 
with reference to the following instruct ions:-
10 
9 
8 
7 
4 
3 
Here is a pict^ e of a ladder Suppose the top 
of the ladder, indicated by the numeral 10 
represents the maximum possible state of 
satisfaction that can be experienced, and the 
bottom indicated by the numeral '1'(one) 
represents the minimum possible state of 
satisfaction that can be experienced -
Where on the 1 adder would you pi ace yoursel f 
with reference to your feeling of 
satisfaction? Mark with a cross (X) at the 
appropriate point on the ladder scale. 
APPENDlX-II 
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FORM A 
WHAT TO DO: Inside this booklet are some questions to sefe what attitudes and interests you 
have. There are no "right" and "wrong" answers because everyone has the right to his 
own views. To be able to get the best advice from your results, you will want to answer 
theui exactly and truly. 
If a separate "Answer Sheet" has not been given to you, turn this booklet over and tear 
off the Answer Sheet on the back page. 
Write your name and all other information asked for on the top line of the Answer Sheet 
First you should answer the four sample questions below so that you can see whether you 
need to ask anything before starting. Although you are to read the questions in this book-
let, you must record your answers on the answer sheet (alongside the same number as in 
the bookM). 
There are three possible answers to each question. Read the following examples and mark 
your answers at the top of your answer sh» et where it says "Examples." Fill in the left-
hand box if jour answer choice is the "a' answer, in the middle box i: your answer choice 
is the "b" answer, and in the right-hand box if you choose th« "c" amwer. 
EXAMPLES: 
1. i like to wtitch team games. 
a. yes, b. occasionally, c. no. 
2. I prefci- people who: 
a. are reserved, 
l>. (are) in between, 
<-. make friends quickly. 
3. Money cannot bring haiipine.-5. 
a. yes (true), b. in between. 
4. Woman is to chilri a.~ cat is to: 
a. kitten. b. dog. t. boy. 
c. no cfaUe). 
In the last example there is a right answer—kitten. But there are very few such reason-
ing items. 
Ask nou if anything is not clear. The examiner will tell you in a moment to turn the page 
and start. 
When you answer, keep these four points in mind: 
1. You are asked not to spend time pondering. Give the first, natural answer as it comes 
to you. Of coui.'e, the questions are too short to give you all tlie particulars you would 
sometimes like to have. Vor instance, the above question asks you about "team games" 
and you might be fonder of footbali than basketball. But you are to reply "for the av-
erage game," or to strike an average in situations of the kind stated. Give the best 
answer you can at a rate not slower than five or six a minute. You should finish in a 
little more than half an hour. 
2. Try not to fall back on the middle, "uncertain" answers except when the answer at 
either end is really impossible for you—perhaps once every four or five questions. 
3. Be sure not to skip anything, but answer every question, somehow. Some may not 
apply to you very well, but give your best guess. Some may seem personal; but remem-
ber that the answer sheets are kept confidential and cannot be scored without a .special 
stencil key. Answers to particular questions are not inspected. 
4. Answer as honestly as possible what is true of you. Do not merely mark wliat seems 
"the right thing to say" to impress the examiner. 
DO NOT TURN PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO 
Copyrncht IS by The Inatitute for Peraonality & Ability TeatliK. 1S56. ISC2. 1957. Intematioiul copyright in all counlrles und«r the B«r«e 
itmnn Rii»BA> AlTM BUat^ :rml. %aA Universal CoBjrrtght ConTentiona. Ail property rt^^ta renen-ed by The Institute for Peraonalttjr aad 
1. I have the in^itj'uctions tor this test clearly in 
mind. 
a. yes, b. uncertain, c. no. 
2 I am ready to answer each question as truth-
fully as possible, 
a. yes, b. uncertain, c. no. 
3. I would rather have a house: 
a. in a sociable suburb, 
b. in between, 
c. alone in the deep M'oods. 
•4. i can find enough energy to face my difficulties. 
a. always, b. genei-ally, c. seldom. 
5. I feel a bit nervous of wild animals even when 
they are in strong cages. 
a. yes (true), b. uncerf n, c. no (fal^) . 
6. I hold back from criticizing people and their 
ideas. 
a. ye.s, b. sometimes, c. no. 
7. I make smart, sarcastic remarks to people if I 
think they deserve it. 
a. generally, b. sometimes, c. never. 
8. 1 prefer semiclassical music to popular tunes. 
a. true, b. uncertain, c. false. 
9. If 1 saw two neighbors' children fighting, I 
would: 
a. leave them to settle it, 
b. uncertain, 
c. reason with them. 
10. On social occasions I : 
a. readily c<Mne forward, 
b. in between, 
c prefer Ut stay quietly in the background. 
11. It would be more interesting to be: 
a. a construction engineer, 
b. uncertain, 
c. a writer of plays. 
12. I would rather stop in the street to watch 
an arti.st painting than listen to some people 
having a quarrel. 
a. true, b, uncertain, c. false. 
I^. 1 can generally put up with conceited pcojjle, 
even tftough they brag or show they think 
too well -of tiiemselves. 
a. 3'es, a. m betwees, c. no. 
14. You can almost alwo/s notice on a man's face 
when he is di.'^ h^onef ^ . 
R. yes, b. .'n between, c. no. 
15. It would be good for everyone if vacations 
(holidays) were longer and everyone haJ to 
take them. 
a. agree, b. uncertain, c. di.sajree. 
16. 1 would rather take the gamble of a job witli 
possibly large but uneven earnings, than one 
with a steady, sniali salary. 
a. yes, b. uncertain, c. no. 
17. I talk about my fe-Jings: 
a. only if necessary, 
b. in between, 
c. readily, whenever I have a chance. 
18. Once in a while I have a sense of vague danger 
or sudden dread for ) jasons that I do not 
understand. 
a. yes, b. in betneen, c. no. 
19. When criticized wrongly for something I did 
not do, I: 
a. have no feeling of guilt, 
b. in between. 
c. still feel a bit guilty. 
20. Money can buy 'Almost everything. 
a. yes. b. uncertain, c. no, 
21. My decisions are'governed more by my: 
a. heart, 
b. feelings and reason equally, 
c. head. 
22. Most people would be happier if they lived 
more with the'r fellows and did the same 
things as others. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
23. I •occasionally get puzzled, when looking in a 
mirror, as to which is my right and left. 
a. true, b. uncertair c. fak,-. 
24. When talking, I UKt: 
a- to say thiitgs, just a^  they occur to mc, 
b. in between, 
c. to get my thoughr?: .veil organized first. 
25. When something ;••. ; ' makes me furious, I 
find I calm down £>,*•(!-. quite quickly. 
a. yes, b. In betM^«;fi. c. no. 
(Ead, coIcoRii 1 on a-^yer aheH.) 
26. Wfth the same hr.tirs anct pay, it would be more 
interesting to Ite: 
a. a carpenter or cook 
I), uncertain, 
c. a waiter in a good restaurant. 
27. I haw been elected to: 
a. only a few offices. 
b. several, 
c. nianv offices. 
3f>. For parent.s, it is more import"uif to: 
:i. help their childreri develop their affoction.s, 
b, in between, 
c. teach their children how to control emotions. 
10. In a group task I would rather: 
a. try to improve arrangements, 
b. in between, 
c. keep the records and sec thai rules are 
followed. 
28. "Spade" is to "dig" a.s "knife" is to: 
a. sharp. b. cut, c. point. 
2<). t .sometimes can't get to sleep because an idea 
keeps running throuch my mind, 
a. true. b. upce»-taii, c. false. 
30. In my personal life I reach the goals I set, 
almost all the time. 
a. true. b. uncertain, c. false. 
31. An out-dated law should be changed: 
a. only after consideiable discussion, 
b. in between, 
c. promptly. 
32. I am uncomfortable when I work on a pro.iect 
requiring quick action affecting others. 
a. true, b, in between, c. false. 
33 Most of the people I know would rate me as an 
amusing talker, 
a. yes. b. uncertain, c. ni. 
34. When I see "sloppy," untidy .)eople, I: 
a. just accept it, 
b. in between, 
c. tret disgusted and annoyed. 
>5 1 get .^lightly embarrassed if I suddenly become 
the focus of attention in a social group, 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
•16. I am always glad to join a large gathering, for 
example, a party, dance, or public meeting, 
a. ytrs, b. in b«t\ een, c. no. 
:'.7. In school I preferred (or prefer): 
a. music, 
b. uncertain, 
c. h.mdwork and crafts. 
'^.8. When I have been put in charge of something, 
f insi.sl that my instructions are followed or 
•rl.s*! I resign, 
a yes, b. Nometijnes, c no. 
41. I feel a need every now and then to engage in 
a tough physical activity. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
42. I -would rather mix with polite people than 
rough, rebellious indivduals. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
43. I feel tei-i'ibly dejected when people < riticize me 
in a group. 
a. true, b. in between, c. false. 
44. If I am called in by my boss, I: 
a. make it a chance to ask for something I 
want, 
b. in between, 
c. fear I've done something wrong. 
45. What this world needs is: 
a. more steady and ".solid" citizens, 
b. uncertain, 
c. more "idealists" with plans for a better 
world. 
46. I am always keenly aware of attempts at propa-
ganda in things I read. 
a. yes, b. uncertain, c. no. 
47. As a teenager, I joined in school sports: 
a. occsionally, 
b. fairly often. 
c. a great deal.. 
48. I keep mv room well organized, with things 
in known places almost all the time. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
49. 1 sometim.es get in a state of tension and tur-
moil as I think of the day's happenings. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
50. I sometimes doubt whether people I am talking 
to are really interested in what I am saying. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
(End. cdumn 2 OR riKct.) 
51. If 1 hud to choose, 1 would rather be: 
a. a forester, 
b. uncerlain, 
c. a hi^h school teacher. 
52. For special holidays and birthdays, I: 
a. like to give personal presents, 
b. uncertain, 
r. feel that buying presents is a bit of a 
nuisance. 
53. "Tired" is to "work" as "proud" is to: 
a. smile, b. success, c. happy. 
54. Which of the following items is different in 
kind from the others? 
a. candle, b. moon, c. electric light. 
55. I have been let down by my friends: 
a. hardly ever, 
b. occasionally, 
c. quite a lot. 
56. I have some characteristics in which I feel 
definitely superior to most people. 
a. yes, b. uncertain, c. no. 
57. When 1 get upset, 1 try hard to hide my feel-
ings from others. 
a. true, b. in between, c. false. 
58. I like to go out to a show or entertainment: 
a. more than onci a week (more than average), 
b. about once a week (average), 
c. less than once a week (less than averajre). 
59. I think that plenty of freedom is more impor-
tant tiian good manners and respect for the 
law. 
a. true, b. uncertain, c. false. 
60 I tend to keep quiet ;n the presence of senior 
persons (people of greater experience, age. or 
rank). 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
G'L. I fivid it hard to address or recite to a large 
group. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
62. I have a good sense of direction (find it easy to 
lei] which is North, South, East, or West) 
when in a strange place. 
a. yes, b. m betwe«i. c. no. 
63. If someoiie got mad ^t me, I would: 
a. try to caIn' him do\vn, 
b. uncertain, 
c. get irritated. 
64. When I read an unfair magazine article, I am 
more inclined to forgst it than to feel like 
"hitting back '' 
a. true, b. uncertain, c. false. 
65. My memory tends to drop a lot of unimportant, 
trivial things, for example, names of streets or 
stores in town. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
66. I could enjoy the life of an animal doctor, 
handling disease and surgery of animals. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
67. I eat my food with gusto, not always so care-
fully and properly as some people. 
a. true, b. uncertain, c. false. 
68. There are times when I don't feel in the right 
mood to see anyone. 
a. very rarely, 
b. in between, 
c. quite often. 
69. People sometimes warn me that I show my ex-
citement in voice and manner too obviously. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
70. As a teenager, if I differed in opinion from m> 
parents, I usually: 
a. kept my own opinion, 
b. in between, 
c. accepted their authority. 
71. I would prefer to have an office of my own, 
not sharing it with another person. 
a. yes, b. uncertain, c. no. 
72. I would rather, enjoy life quietly in my own 
way than be admired for my ach'-^vements. 
a. true, b uncertain, c. false. 
73. I feel mature in most things. 
a. true, b. uncertain, c. false. 
74. I find myself upset rather than helped by th; 
kind of criticism that many people ofier one. 
a. of tea, b. occasionaUy c. never. 
75. 1 am always able to ke«p the expression of my 
feelings under exact control. 
a. yes, b. in be tve«^ c. ma. 
y^mA, edmtn * en si»ver atwet.) 
76. In .starling a useful invention, ] would prefer: 
a. working; on it in the laboratory, 
h. uncertain, 
c. selling it to people. 
77. "Surpvise" is to "stranpe" as "fear" is to: 
a. brave, b. anxious, c. terrible, 
78. Which of the followingr fractions is not in th^ 
same class as the of; TS? 
a. 3/7, b. 3/9, c. 3/ l l . 
79. Srme people seem to igrore or avoid me, 
although I don't know why. 
a. irue, h. uncertain, c. false. 
80. People treat me less rea.sonably than my good 
int ;ntions deserve. 
a. often, b. occrsiona!ly, c. never. 
81. The use of foul language, even when it is not in 
a mixed group of men and women, still dis-
gusts me. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
82. I have decidedly fewer friends than most peo-
ple. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
83. I would hate to be where there wouldn't be a 
lot of people to talk to. 
a. true, b. uncertain, c. false. 
t 
84. People sometimes call me careless, even though 
they think I'm a likable person. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
85. "Stage-fright" in vwious social situations io 
something I have experi-^nced: 
a. quite often, 
b. occasionally, 
c. hardly ever. 
86. When I am in a .mall group, I am content to 
sit brck aiid let othprs do most of the talking, 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no,. 
87. I pre/er reading: 
a. a realistic account o ' military or political 
battles, 
b. uncertain, 
c. a sensitive, imaginuttvc nmrel, 
88. When Jwssy people try to "push ms around," 
I d<> just the oppoate of w h ^ t t ey wffih. 
a. yes b. in betwv», t ae. 
89. Business superiors or members of my <"amily, 
as a rul*-, find fault -Aith nie on'y when there i.-^  
ypiil cause. 
a. true, b, in between, c. false. 
90. In streets or stores. I dislike tiie way some 
persons stare at people. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
91. On a long journey, I would prefer to: 
a. read something profound, but interesting, 
b. uncertain, 
c. pass the time talking casually with a fellow 
passenger. 
92. In a situation which may become dangerous, I 
believe in making a fuss and speaking up even 
if ca'mness and politeness are lost. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
93. If acquaintances treat me badly and show r.ey 
dislike me: 
a. it doesn't upset me a bit, 
b. in between, 
c. I tend to get downhearted. 
94. I find it embarrassing to have j-rai^ ^e or compli-
ments bestowed on me. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no, 
95. T would rather have a job with: 
a. a fixed, certain salary, 
b. in between, 
c. a larger salary, which depended on my con-
stantly persuading pet>p!e I am worth it. 
96. To keep informed, I like: 
a. to discuss issues with people, 
b. in between, 
c. to rely on the actual news reports. 
97. I like u> take an active part in social affair?, 
committee work, etc. 
a. yes, b. in betweeR, c. no. 
98. In carrying out a task, I am not satisfied 
unless even the minor details ?re given close 
attention. 
a. true, b. in between, c. fabe. 
99. Quite small setbacks occasionally irritate me 
too much. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
100. I am always a sound sleeper, never walking or 
talking in my sleep. 
a. yts, b, inb^ween, c no. 
( ^ d , c^«mn 4 on mswer sheet.) 
101. It vvoulii b(> nioro inieK'stiiiir to work in a 
business: 
a. talkinji; to ruslomers, 
I), in l)f(ween, 
c. keepinjj office nccounts and iccords. 
1('2. "Si:;e" is lu "iengtli" as ••disliont'sl" is t<? 
a. prison, b. sin, c. stealin>>:. 
103. AB is todc as SR is to: 
a. qp, b. pq, c. tu. 
104. When people are uiireasonahle, I just: 
a. keep quiet, 
b. uncertain, 
c. despise them. 
105. If people talk loudly whiie I am listening to 
music, I; 
a. can keep my mind or the music and not be 
bothered, 
b. in between, 
f. find it spoils my enjoyment and annoys me. 
106. I think I am better described as: 
a. polite and quiet, 
b. in between, 
c. forceful. 
107. I attend social functions only when I have to, 
and stay av;ay any other time. 
a. yes, b. uncertain. c. no. 
108. To be cautious and expect little is better than 
to be happy at heart, always e.xpecting success. 
a. true, b. uncertain, c. false. 
109. In thinking of difficulties in my work, I: 
a. try to plan ahead, before I meet them, 
b. in between, 
r. assume I can nandle them when they come. 
110. I find it easy to mingle among people at a 
social gathering. 
a. true, b. uncertain, c. false. 
111. When a bit of diplomacy and persuasion ai-e 
needed to get people moving, I am generally 
the one asked to do it. 
a. yes. b. in between, c. no. 
112. It would be more interesting to be: 
a, a guidance worker helping young jwople find 
b. uncerta-n, 
c, a manager in efficiency engineering. 
ll.'i. If I am quite sure that a pcfson is unjust or 
bohaving selfishly, I show him up, c%ei; if it 
tak('s some trouble. 
a. ye.s, b. in between, c no. 
i l l 1 sometimes iiiako foo'ish remarks in fun, just 
to surprise people and see what t.hey will say. 
a. yes. b. in i)efween, c. no. 
115. I would enjoy l)eing a newspaper writer on 
drama, concerts, opera, etc. 
a. yes, b. uncertain, c. no 
116. I never feel the urge to doodle and fidget when 
kept sitting still at a meeting. 
a. true, b. uncertain, c. false. 
117. If gomeone tells me something which I know is 
w.ong, I am more likely to say to myself: 
a. "He is a liar," 
h. in between, 
c. "Apparently he is misinformed." 
118. 1 feel .some punishment is coming to me even 
\shen 1 have done nothing wrong. 
a. often. h. occasionally. c. never. 
119. The idea that sickness comes as much froi.. 
mental as physical causes is much exaggerated, 
a. ye.s, b. in between, c. no. 
120. The pomp and splendor of any big state cere-
mony are things which should be preserved. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
121. It bothers me if people think I am being too 
unconventional or odd. 
a. a lot, b. somewhat, c. not at all. 
122. In constructing something I would rather 
work: 
a. with a committee, 
b. uncertain, 
c. on my own. 
123. I have periods when it's hard to stop <x muoa 
of self-pity. 
a. often, b. occasionally, c. never. 
124. Often I get angry with people too quickly, 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
125. I can always change old habits without diffi-
culty and without slipping back. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
(End, co'umn 5 on answer she«(.) 
126. If the earnings were ilie same, 1 would r a t h o 
be: 
a. a lawyer, 
h. uncertain, 
c. a navi),'atc>r or pilot. 
127. "Better" is to "wor.st" as "slower" is to : 
a. fa.st, b. best, c. quickest. 
128. Which of the following should come next at the 
end of this row of le t ters : xooooxxoooxxx? 
a. oxxx, b.' ooxx, c. xooo. 
129. When the time comes for something I have 
planned and looked forward to, I occasionally 
do not feel up to going. 
a. true. b. in between, c. false. 
130. I can work carefully on most things withou' 
being bothered by people making a lot of noise 
around me. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
131. I occasionally teil s t iangers things that seem 
to me important, regardless of whether they 
ask al)oiit them. 
a. ves. b. in between, c. no. 
I'.Y.k If a good lemai-k of mine is pa.ssed l>y. I: 
a. Ivt i( Ko, 
I), in between, 
c. give people a chance to hear it again. 
MO. I would like lo work as a probation officer witli 
criminals on parole. 
a. yes. b. in between, c no. 
141. One should be careful about mixing with all 
kinds of s t rangers , since there are dangers of 
infection and so on. 
a. yes, b. uncertain. c. no. 
142. In traveling ahioad, I would ra ther go on an 
expertly conducted tour than plan by my.self 
the places I wish to visit. 
a. yes, b. uncertain, c. nc. 
143. I am properly regarded as only a plodding, 
half-successful person. 
a. yes. b. uncertain, c. no. 
144. If people lake advantage of my friendliness. I 
do not resent it and I .soon forget. 
a. true, b. uncertain, c. false. 
132. I spend much of my spare time talking with 
friends about social events enjoyed in the past. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
133. I enjoy doing "daring," foolhardy things "just 
for fun." 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
134. I find the sight of an untidy i-oom very annoy-
ing. 
a. yes. b. in between, c. no. 
135. I considei- myself a very sociable, outgoing 
person. 
a. yes. b. in between, c. no. 
136. In social contacts I : 
a. show my emotions as I wish 
b. in between. 
c. k«ep my emotions to myself. 
137. I enjoy music that is : 
a. light, dry, and brisk, 
b. in between, 
c. emotional and sentimental. 
138. I admire the beauty of a poem more than that 
of a well-made gun. 
a, yes, b. oincertain, c. no. 
145. If a heated argument developed between other 
members taking part in a group discussion, I 
would: 
a. like lo see a "winner ," 
b. in between. 
c. wish that it would be smoothed over. 
146. I like to do my planning alone, without inter-
ruptions and suggestions from others. 
a. yes, b. in between, r. no. 
147. I sometimes let my actions get swayed by feel-
ings of >^-^lousy. 
a. yes, h. in between, c. no. 
148. I believe firmly " the boss may not always be 
right, but he always has the r ight to be boss." 
a. yes, b. uncertain, c. no. 
149. I get tense as I think of all the things lying 
ahead of me. 
a. yes, b. sometimes, c. no. 
150. If people shout suggestions when I'm playing 
a game, it doesn't upset me. 
a. true, b. uncertain, c. false. 
(End, column 6 on answer akeet.) 
151. It would 1)0 m',>it' iriten'sbn),^ to h-': 
a. an a i i i s t . 
b. unccilain. 
c. a secretary running a <lub. 
ir.2. Wliich of tlio fi Mowing words does not i)roperly 
I'do'ipf with thf! oth 'Ts? 
a. any, b. some. c inosl. 
153. "FlaiTie" is to "heat" as "rose" is to: 
a. thorn, b. red petals, c. scent. 
154. I l;ave vivid dreams, distmhing my sleep. 
a. often, 
b. occasionally, 
c. practically never. 
155. If the odds are really against something's be-
ing a success, I still believe in taking the risk. 
a. yes, b. iii between. c. no. 
156. I like it when I know so well what the group 
has to do that I naturally become the one ir 
command. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
157. I would ra ther dress with quiet correctnes.s 
than with eye-catching personal style. 
a. true, b. uncertain, c. false. 
158. An evening with a quiet hobby appeals to me 
more than a lively party. 
a. true, b. uncertain, c. false. 
159. I close my mind to well-meant suggestions of 
others, even though I know I shouldn't. 
a. occasionally, b. hardly ever, c. never. 
160. I always make it a point, in deciding anything, 
to refer to basic rules of r ight and wrong. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
161. I somewhat dislike having a gi'oup watch me at 
work. 
a. yes, b. in botween, c. no. 
162. Because it is not always possible to get things 
done by gradual, reasonable methods, it is 
sometimes necessary to use force. 
a. true, b. in between, c. false. 
163. In school I preferred (or prefer ) : 
a. English, 
b. uncertain, 
c. mathematics or arithmetic. 
164. I have sometimes been troubled by people's 
saying bad th ings about me behind my back, 
with no grounds at all. 
a. yes, b. uncertain, c no. 
\l')h. 'I'jilk with (ir<liii;uv, hal'it-lioun.l, coiiveiitioii.Tl 
propk-: 
a. is often quite interesting and has a lot to it. 
b. in between, 
c. annoys me because it deals with trifles and 
lacks depth. 
160, Some things make mc so angry that I find it 
host not to speak, 
a. yes. b. in between. c. no. 
167. In education, it is more important to : 
a. give the child enough affection, 
b. in between, 
c. have the child learn desirable habits and 
att i tudes. 
168. People regard me as a solid, undisturbed person, 
unmoved by ups and downs in circumstances. 
a. .\ ^. b. in between, c. no. 
169. I think society should let reason lead it to new 
customs and throw aside old habits or mere 
traditions. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
170. I think it is more important in the modem 
world to solve: 
a. the question of moral purpose, 
b. uncertain, 
c. the political difficulties. 
171. I learn better by: 
a. reading a well-written book, 
b. in between, 
c. joining a group discussion. 
172. I like to go my own way instead of acting on 
approved rules. 
a. true, b. uncertain, c. false. 
173. J like to wait till I am sure that what I am say-
ing is correct, before I put forth an argumonl. 
a. always, 
b. generally, 
c. only if it 's practicable. 
174. Small things sometimes "get on my nerves" 
unbearably, though I realize they are trivial. 
a, yes, b. in between, c. no. 
175. I don't often say things on tne spur of tlio 
moment that I greatly regret. 
a. true, b. uncertain, c. false. 
(End, ceiovn 7 on anaw c^r »li««t.> 
176. If asked to WOIK with a charitv drive, I would 
a. accept, 
b. unceilain. 
c. politely say I'm too busy. 
177. Which of the following woi'ds d^ M-S n^'t i-iloiiK 
with tlio others? 
i . wide, b. zigzag. c. atraigjhl 
178. "Soon" is to "never" as "iiCer' i^ to . 
a. nowhere, b. far, c. away. 
179. If 1 make an awkward sucial mistake. 1 can 
soon forget it. 
a. yes, b. in between. c. no. 
182. I am lonsidoi-cd ;i very entiiusia.^tii.' |)ers'Mi, 
a. >c.s, b. in between. r. no. 
1H:5. I like a .j(»li that -itfers change, v.n-iety, and 
tra\'el, excii if it mvohes some danj^er. 
a. yes, \i. in between, c. no. 
184. i am a faivly .•strict pensoii, iii.^^istinf on always 
do'ng thinp.'i a.s coi i>t tly .is )i<!.-;sible. 
a. true, b. in between. c. false. 
185. I enjoy woik that requires cor..-ientious, ex-
acting .skills. 
a. yes, b. in bexween, c. no. 
180. I an\ known as an "idea man" who almost 
alway.s puts forward some ideas on a problem. 
a. yes, b. in between, c. no. 
| 8 1 . I think I am better at showing . 
a. nerve in meeting challenges, 
b. uncertain. 
c. tolerance of other people's wishes. 
186. I'm the energetic type who ki.-eps busy. 
a. ye.s, b. uncertain, c. no. 
187. I am sure there are no questions thnt I have 
skipi)ed or failed to answer properly. 
a. yes. b. uncertain, c. no. 
(End of lest.) 
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APPENDIX' I I I 
7. PROCEDURES FOR CALCULATING SECOND-ORDER FACTOR SCORES 
It has been indicated above that the 
16 PF can be scored for broad second-
order factors as well as for the sixteen 
primaries. Eight second-order factors 
have been identified and replicated at 
the present time. The first four, which 
will generaffy be of most interest to 
practitioners, are: 
Qi* Introversion vs. Extraversion 
Qn Low Anxiety vs. High Anxiety 
Qm Tenderminded Emotionality vs. 
Tough Poise 
Qiv Subduedness vs. Independence 
Second-order scores are more easily 
derived from the sten scores on the pri-
maries than from raw scores. If the pri-
mary sten scores are combined in the 
manner shown in the following table, the 
resulting second-order scores will also 
be in sten form. 
Tables 7.1 and 7.2 outline a simpli-
fied procedure for calculating the first 
four second-order scores by hand. Table 
7.1 is for use with sten scores from men. 
Table 7.2 is for use with scores from 
women. However, more refined decimal 
weights are available in the Handbook. 
These decimal weights should be used 
when more precise estimates of second-
order scored are required. 
Second-order scores can be obtained 
from Table 7.1 or 7.2 by following the 
five steps listed below:** 
1) In the column at the far left of 
the form, place the sten score for 
each factor in the appropriate box. 
2) Follow the dotted line from Fac-
tor \ sten score until a circled 
number is reached. Multiply the 
Factor \ sten score by the cir-
cled number. Enter the result in 
the box immediately following the 
circled numbor. Continue follow-
ing the line until another circled 
number is encountered. Repeat 
the same procedure as before. 
Continue until all boxes in the 
Factor A row are filled. 
3) Repeat the procedure in Step 2 
for Factor B and all other factors. 
4) Add each vertical column on the 
page and place the sum of each 
column in the appropriate box be-
low. 
5) In each pair of vertical column<^ 
the sum of the second column 
(the shaded column) is subtracted 
from the sum of the first column. 
Place the answer in the box be-
neath the subtraction. The deci-
mal point for the score has al-
ready been correctly placed on 
the form. The scores obtained 
from this procedure are the sten 
scores of the second-order fac-
tors indicated. 
'Second-orders are labeled with Roman-aumeral aubacripta to distinguiah them (rom the laat {our prinariea, wbirh 
have Arabic-numeral aubacripta. 
" T h e authora wiah to ezpresa their appreciation to Or. Rusaetl H. Levy (Director of Reiearcb and Long Range 
Planning) and Mr. John J. Henning (Adminiatrator of General and Evaluative Rcaearch, lllinoia Deparment of 
Correctiona) for permission to use the simplified procedure for calculating aecond-order scores , developed by 
them, which is shown in Tablea 7.1 and 7.2. 
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APPENDIX-IV 
(Miscellaneous ) 
M U L T I P L t : H t G R t S b l O l . S A ' ' P L f 
S C L E C T I O ' . 1 
VARIABLE MEAN STANDAKlJ CORRELATION REGRESSION STD, ERROR COHPUTED 
NO, PFVIATICH X VS Y COEFFICIENT OF REG.COEF. T VALUE 
5 4.62037 1.68954 0.02929 O.05B73 0.1bl63 0.3B734 
6 5.06482 2.36514 0.16615 0,20207 0,09243 2,45145 
9 3.82407 1.99920 0,0fil70 -0,17810 - 0,12658 -1.40702 
11 5.02778 1,82633 0,39609 0.52362 0,15723 3.33021 
12 4.89815 1.87925 0.00711 0,06964 0.10395 0.66994 
17 5.74074 1.41666 -0.09648 -0,00316 0.12943 -0.02439 
18 5.92593 1,49581 0.02322 -0.00032 0.13394 -0.00237 
20 5.1b5lK 1.74092 -0.27884 -0.12512 0.11263 -1.11089 
21 4.44444 l.o9294 0.18494 -0.13484 0.26163 -0,70650 
23 5.81815 1.62309 0.17809 0.16788 0.15630 1.07406 
DtPtl.L'ENT 
4 6.24074 1.86392 
IMfHCEPT 3.15335 
MULTIPLE CORRELATION 0.51595 
$10. tRKOR OF ESTIMATK 1.67696 
AUAbY3IS OF VARIAt.'CE FOR THE REGRESSION 
SOURCE UF VARIATION 
ATTklbUTAbLt TO REGRESSION' 
DEVIATION FROM REGRKSSlON 
TOTAL 
MULTIPLE REGRESS IOu SAMPLE 
SFl.ECTIO'. 1 
DEGREES 
OF FREEDOH 
10 
97 
107 
SUM OF 
SQUARES 
98.95866 
272.78210 
371,74075 
MEAN 
SQUARES 
9.89587 
2.81219 
F VALUE 
3.51892 
1 7,00'H.o 7.21251 -(.'.21251 
2 6.00',U'0 7.19285 -1.19286 
3 4.O(;O0'j 5.51583 -1.51583 
4 6.oco'w, 4,87984 1,12016 
•^  4.0001/0 6,84574 -2.84574 
'5 4.0000'^ 6.65319 -2,65319 
7 q.dooi.o 6.39506 2.61494 
f 7.00OC),. 6.04088 0.95912 
9 H.OCOCO 5.42617 2,57383 
10 7.000..,) 7.03337 -0.03337 .0 
11 6 . 0 n .10 0 7.20872 - 1 . 2 0 B 7 2 
12 «.00000 6.39668 1.60332 
13 8.00000 5.89118 2.10882 
14 8.000O(j 6.64898 1,35102 
15 9.000..>o 6,73571 2.26429 
16 o.OO'JO" 8.00463 -0.00463 
17 10,00000 6,21585 3,78415 
IP 2.00000 4,65463 -2,65463 
19 7,00000 6.76757 0.23243 
20 6.00000 h.25207 -0.25207 
21 7.n0000 ^.33107 0.66893 
22 7.00000 5.61150 1,38850 
.SFLKCTI 'V 1 
V A H I A h L t 
N O . 
5 
^ 
9 
1 I 
12 
17 
IR 
20 
21 
23 
DfPfr.LiENT 
4 
.-ItAN 
5 . 2 r i 4 J l 
6 . 4 5 0 y a 
4 . 5 0 0 0 0 
5 . 5 ' ' H 0 4 
'^. I 7e .47 
S . o o g y o 
S . 4 ^ 0 f > w 
S . t , 3 3 3 3 
4 . 9 P 0 3 9 
4 . f . 2 7 4 5 
6 . 3 1 3 7 3 
S I AM/ARO 
O t V l A T I O I * 
1 . 4 f i b n 9 
2 . 0 2 2 7 rt 
J . 9 5 H 7 3 
1 . 9 7 6 3 9 
1 . " 0 3 7 3 
1 . 7 0 9 0 1 ' 
1 . R 8 0 7 4 
1 . 0 H 0 5 2 
1 . 4 1 1 C 1 
1 . 6 4 6 6 1 
2 . 0 8 2 3 7 
C O K H K L A T I O f ' 
X VS Y 
0 . 0 3 1 7 0 
0 . 2 ^ - 6 9 5 
o . O H s e j 
0 . 1 9 6 9 4 
0 . 1 3 8 6 6 
0 . I 7 l b 2 
- 0 . 0 7 9 4 6 
- 0 . 0 4 7 2 1 
0 . 2 0 6 5 3 
- 0 . 0 1 1 7 8 
REGRESSION 
CnEFF lC I I - JNT 
• 0 . 0 3 2 4 0 
0.19426 
•0.08441 
0.08 721 
0.1745h 
0 . 1 9 3 4 8 
• 0 . 1 0 0 4 7 
0.02414 
0.19995 
0.05786 
STU, ERROR 
OF REG.COFF 
0.18308 
0. 109H9 
0 . 1 7 8.7 8 
0 . 1 9 1 2 2 
'J . J 5 8 2 
0. 14292 
0.14051 
0.11892 
0.37239 
0.20193 
CO"PIJTEC 
T VALUE 
• 0. 17b95 
1.76775 
•0.47213 
0.45606 
1.19711 
1.35375 
.0,71505 
0,20303 
0,53695 
0,28654 
Ii«TERCFPT 2.21917 
•MULTIPLE CORRELATION 0.37671 
STO. ERROR r'E ESTIxAtE 2,03219 
AilALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE REGRESSION 
SUI/RCt OF VAKIATIOM 
ATTKIHUTABLF TO REGRESSION 
DtVIATIOfi FROM REGRESSION 
TOTAL 
DEGREES 
OF FREEDOM 
10« 
9 1 
1 0 1 
SUM OF 
SQUARES 
6 2 . 1 4 9 5 9 
3 7 5 . 8 1 1 3 1 
4 3 7 , 9 6 0 9 1 
MEAN 
SQUARES 
6 . 2 1 4 9 6 
4 . 1 2 9 7 9 
F VALUE 
1,50491 
MULTIPLE REGRESSIOI-. . 
SELECTIO' 1 
.SAMPLE 
1 
7 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
h 
Q 
10 
11 
12 
1 3 
1 4 
1 S 
16 
17 
1 H 
! 9 
2 0 
21 
22 
° . OOOi " ' 
1 . " 0 0 ' ' 
^ , ;; n',, r,,) 
9 . 0 1 ' O C - i 
R . O f i ' M K . 
t i . 0 0 U 0 '•> 
r l . O O O O -
•4 . O o , J U ( i 
7 . C 0 U V 
•y . 0 0 n <•, 0 
t , UO'^ ' . lO 
; . r r f i o n 
S , n i ) r ' . / |P 
t i . ' . ' i . ' J lu . 
' 1 . 0 0 (' 0 1 • 
<~ . r . r . ) ( . • > 
»^  , 0 r, (1 r u 1 
7 , 0 0 '1 e '^  
7 . " r v o i , 
3 . u C ' 1 (1 .( 
7 . ! ; f ' 0 ( , ( 
7 . 0 ' ^ - V ' -
5 . 2 3 3 0 5 
6 . 1 0 9 9 4 
7 . 1 6 4 2 1 
6 . 2 4 9 9 4 
6 . 9 3 4 1 9 
6 . 2 8 2 1 7 
6 . 1 2 1 7 5 
6 . 1 8 2 9 4 
f ) . 2 5 7 5 3 
5 . 8 2 8 0 0 
6 . 7 2 9 7 8 
5 . 2 6 0 5 5 
7 , 3 1 5 9 ] 
7 . 3 1 8 9 a 
3 , 7 6 4 b 0 
5 . 9 1 1 9 3 
5 . 9 9 4 0 5 
5 . 1 2 9 0 5 
7 . 0 3 5 8 7 
b . 4 5 5 9 2 
7 . 1 7 2 6 5 
o . 6 9 b 0 ' ) 
3,76695 
-5.10994 
'I.63579 
2.75106 
1,06581 
-0.23217 
1.57P25 
-2.18294 
0.74247 
-0.82800 
-2.7297R 
-1.26^55 
-2.3159) 
-1.31H98 
-3,76460 
0 , (> 8 8 0 7 
0.10595 
1.87195 
-0.03587 
-3.45592 
-0,17265 
0.30400 
"ULTTPLf PRCRKSSION SAMPLE 
SP:'.tCTioN 1 
VAklAPLE 
^0. 
S 
6 
q 
11 
12 
n 
iS 
20 
2J 
23 
DLPKNDENT 
4 
•^ EAN 
4.79221 
5.0')091 
3.e051<» 
5.10390 
1.98701 
5.63636 
5.88312 
5.28571 
4.38961 
5.53247 
6.42857 
STANDARD CORRELATION REGRESSION STD, ERROR COMPUTED 
DEVIATION X V5 y COEFnCIENT OF REG.COEF. T VALIJF 
1 .37015 0 . 0 1 3 6 8 0 .11991 0 . 2 4 4 2 2 0 . 4 9 0 9 7 
2 . 4 4 5 0 9 O . i n n p 0 . 1 7 0 2 6 0 . 1 0 5 4 4 1 . 6 1 4 7 4 -
2 . 0 5 2 2 1 0 , 1 6 6 8 4 - 0 . 1 9 1 8 3 0 , 2 2 0 1 9 - 0 , 8 7 1 2 1 
1 ,83951 0 . 4 0 3 8 0 0 .44144 0 , 2 2 5 0 5 1 .96156 
1 ,91595 0 . 1 5 7 6 6 0 .19705 0 . 1 5 8 6 9 1 .24167 
1 .50358 0 . 0 5 7 5 6 0 ,08734 0 . 1 5 1 4 4 0 . 5 7 6 7 4 
1 . 4 6 8 7 4 0 . 0 2 6 5 5 - 0 . 1 0 4 9 6 0 . 1 9 2 6 8 - 0 . 5 4 4 7 5 
1 .90468 - 0 . 3 2 6 5 7 - 0 . 1 8 9 4 4 0 . 1 2 9 1 4 - 1 . 4 6 7 0 0 
1 .61535 0 , 2 4 3 7 6 - 0 , 0 5 9 2 9 0 . 4 3 5 7 3 - 0 , 1 3 6 0 8 
1 . 7 1 3 6 0 0 . 1 0 2 6 8 0 . 1 9 9 0 7 0 . 2 2 0 2 3 0 . 9 0 3 8 9 
1 .97636 
INTERCEPT 2.76685 
MULTIPLE CORRELATION 0.50590 
STD. FRROR OF ESTIMATE 1,82939 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE REGRESSION 
SOURCE OF VARIATION 
ATTRIBUTABLE TO REGRESSION 
DEVIATION FROM REGRESSION 
TOTAL 
MULTIPLE REGRESSION SAMPLE 
StLECTION,..,. 1 
DEGREES 
OF FRE;EDOM 
10 
66 
76 
SUM OF 
SQUARES 
75,97662 
220.88054 
296,85715 
MEAN 
SQUARES 
7.59766 
3,34667 
F VALUE 
2.27021 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
n 
n 12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
IP 
19 
20 
21 
22 
6,00000 
4,00000 
6,00000 
4,00000 
4,00000 
9,00000 
7.00000 
6,00000 
9.00000 
8,00000 
9.00000 
10,00000 
7.00000 
6,00000 
7.00000 
S.noOOO 
8,00000 
6.00000 
5.00000 
8.00000 
9.00000 
9.00000 
7,33214 
5,78873 
5,20093 
6,71102 
6.96672 
6.45338 
7,12379 
7.07444 
6,40821 
6,48930 
7,02195 
6.47759 
6.36742 
6.42261 
6.64016 
6.80538 
7,19937 
6,75140 
4,89946 
7.68934 
6.72002 
7.35937 
0.79907 
-2,71102 
-2,96672 
2,54662 
-0,12379 
-1,07444 
1,59179 
1.51070 
1,97805 
3,52241 
0.63258 
-0.42261 
0.35984 
-1,80538 
0,80063 
-0,75140 
0,10054 
0,31066 
2,27998 
0,64063 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
36 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
46 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
7 1 
73 
74 
75 
7 , 0 0 0 0 0 
7 . 0 0 0 0 0 
6 . 0 0 0 0 0 
5 . 0 0 0 0 0 
4 . 0 0 0 0 0 
6 , 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 
7 , 0 0 0 0 0 
9 , 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 
6 , 0 0 0 0 0 
5 , 0 0 0 0 0 
7 , 0 0 0 0 0 
6 , 0 0 0 0 0 
5 , 0 0 0 0 0 
7 , 0 0 0 0 0 
5 , 0 0 0 0 0 
5 . 0 0 0 0 0 
7 , 0 0 0 0 0 
6 , 0 0 0 0 0 
3 , 0 0 0 0 0 
2 , 0 0 0 0 0 
3 , 0 0 0 0 0 
8 , 0 0 0 0 0 
8 , 0 0 000 
7 , 0 0 0 0 0 
3 , 0 0 0 0 0 
6 , 0 0 0 0 0 
9 . 0 0 0 0 0 
9 , 0 0 0 0 0 
7 , 0 0 0 0 0 
7 , 0 0 0 0 0 
8 , 0 0 0 0 0 
8 , 0 0 0 0 0 
7 , 0 0 0 0 0 
8 , 0 0 0 0 0 
6 , 0 0 0 0 0 
9 , 0 0 0 0 0 
8 , 0 0 0 0 0 
5 , 0 0 0 0 0 
7 , 0 0 0 0 0 
6 , 0 0 0 0 0 
7 . 0 0 0 0 0 
9 , 0 0 0 0 0 
6 , 0 0 0 0 0 
4 , 0 0 0 0 0 
7 , 0 0 0 0 0 
9 , 0 0 0 0 0 
7 , 0 0 0 0 0 
4 . 0 0 0 0 0 
1 ,00000 
4 . 0 0 0 0 0 
8 . 0 0 0 0 0 
3 . 0 0 0 0 0 
3 . 0 0 0 0 0 
5 . 7 6 9 0 3 
6 . 4 7 5 8 7 
5 . 5 5 5 5 7 
5 . 1 7 5 3 5 
4 . 5 7 3 2 8 
7 , 1 7 8 3 9 
8 , 3 2 9 3 9 
7 . 0 7 9 6 2 
6 . 5 6 3 0 0 
6 , 8 0 2 0 9 
5 , 4 2 3 1 5 
6 , 3 1 9 4 9 
6 . 1 7 4 3 6 
7 , 9 2 3 4 0 
6 . 8 1 5 6 0 
6 , 0 0 9 5 7 
7 . 2 8 5 7 9 
5 , 1 2 3 6 1 
5 , 8 6 3 8 4 
7 . 1 1 4 6 0 
5 . 0 3 9 7 2 
4 . 6 5 7 0 8 
6 . 6 7 5 7 8 
8 , 3 3 0 6 9 
9 , 3 9 0 7 0 
4 , 7 2 4 3 5 
5 , 3 0 7 9 6 
5 , 3 3 4 1 2 
7 , 5 4 5 3 6 
7 . 0 5 8 4 8 
6 , 2 8 8 6 2 
5 . 8 4 6 5 5 
6 , 2 6 6 8 9 
5 . 5 0 2 9 4 
7 . 7 6 8 7 2 
5 , 1 2 4 4 3 
6 . 0 9 2 3 1 
7 , 5 0 9 6 4 
6 , 6 5 0 2 6 
6 . 8 1 3 0 9 
6 , 4 1 5 5 6 
6 . 1 0 4 4 9 
4 , 9 1 9 3 0 
7 , 2 4 8 0 9 
6 , 2 4 6 6 5 
5 . 1 7 4 2 1 
7 , 7 8 6 6 8 
8 , 0 3 4 4 9 
7 . 2 2 3 2 6 
5 , 6 1 2 5 9 
4 , 8 7 1 1 2 
5 . 1 7 5 3 5 
6 . 9 3 6 5 6 
4 , 8 9 9 4 6 
6 , 9 6 6 7 2 
- 1 
1 
. 0 
2 
3 
0 
1 , 2 3 0 9 7 
0 . 5 2 4 1 3 
0 , 4 4 4 4 3 
- 0 , 1 7 5 3 5 
- 0 . 5 7 3 2 8 
• 17839 
67061 
07962 
43700 
19791 
u , 5 7 6 8 5 
- 1 . 3 1 9 4 9 
0 , 8 2 5 6 4 
- 1 , 9 2 3 4 0 
- 1 , 8 1 5 6 0 
0 , 9 9 0 4 3 
- 2 . 2 8 5 7 9 
- 0 . 1 2 3 6 1 
1 , 1 3 6 1 6 
- 1 . 1 1 4 6 0 
- 2 . 0 3 9 7 2 
- 2 . 6 5 7 0 8 
- 3 , 6 7 5 7 8 
- 0 . 3 3 0 6 9 
- 1 , 3 9 0 7 0 
2 . 2 7 5 6 5 
- 2 , 3 0 7 9 6 
0 , 6 6 5 8 8 
1 , 4 5 4 6 4 
0 , 9 4 1 5 2 
0 , 7 1 1 3 8 
1 15345 
1 . 7 3 3 1 1 
A A ^ m /\ £. 
- 0 , 0 9 2 3 1 
1 , 4 9 0 3 6 
1 , 3 4 9 7 4 
- 1 . 8 1 3 0 9 
0 , 5 8 4 4 4 
- 0 , 1 0 4 4 9 
2 , 0 8 0 7 0 -
1 » I 5 1 9 1 
- 0 , 2 4 6 6 5 
- 1 . 1 7 4 2 1 
- 0 , 7 8 6 6 8 
0 , 9 6 5 5 1 
- 0 , 2 2 3 2 6 
- 1 , 6 1 2 5 9 
- 3 , 8 7 1 1 2 
- 1 , 1 7 5 3 5 
1 , 0 6 3 4 4 
- 1 , 8 9 9 4 6 
- 3 , 9 6 6 7 2 
AGE GROUP III 
MULTIPLE REGRESSION SAMPLE 
SELECTION.,,,. 1 
VARIABLE 
NO. 
5' 
6 
9 
n 
12 
17 
18 
20 
21 
23 
DEPENDENT 
4 
MEAN 
4.90476 
6.50000 
4.57143 
5.16667 
5.80952 
5.66667 
5.71129 
6.3095? 
4.78571 
5.16667 
6.S3333 
STANDARD 
DEVIATION 
1.39353 
1.79770 
1.64009 
1,69528 
1.65630 
1.63299 
1.82511 
1.73188 
1.25980 
1.85993 
1.75189 
CORRELATION 
X VS Y 
0.21313 
0,00387 
-0,08489 
0.12455 
0.04763 
-0.13073 
-0.02286 
-0,10316 
0.03868 
-0,18589 
REGRESSION 
COEFFICIENT 
0.32137 
-0.18864 
0.00419 
0.13732 
-0.1<»931 
-0.13245 
-0.03269 
-0.27347 
-0.21422 
-0.29378 
STD, ERROR 
OF REG.CQEF, 
0.29886 
0.23117 
0.32215 
0.30103 
0.24144 
0.22595 
0.22870 
0.22221 
0,62314 
0,26698 
COMPUTE 
T VALUf 
1 .07531 
-0.81601 
0,01302 
0,4S6)8 
-0.82553 
-0.58618 
-C.14324 
-1.23072 
-0.34377 
-1,10038 
DF^REES 
OF FRF'-nOM 
10 
31 
41 
SUM OF 
SQUARES 
19,85715 
105,97619 
125,83334 
MEAN 
SQUARES 
1.98571 
5.41859 
F VALUE 
0.58066 
INTERCEPT 12.11836 
MULTIPLE CORRELATION 0.39725 
STD. ERROR OF ESTIMATE 1.84894 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE REGRESSION 
SOURCE OF VARIATION 
ATTRIBUTABLE TO REGRESSION 
DEVIATION FROM REGRESSION 
TOTAL 
"ULTIPLE REGRESSION SAMPLE 
SELECTION I 
1 9,00000 7,62574 1,37426 
2 8,00000 7,32421 0,67579 
3 8,00000 6,95048 1,04952 
4 1,00000 5,58439 -4,58439 
5 7,00000 6.4458-' 0,55417 
6 5.00000 7,81663 -2.81663 
7 7.00000 6.64955 0.35045 
a 7.00000 6,30029 0.69971 
.2 8,00000 7,30795 0,69205 
1? 4.0C000 6,44683 -2.44683 
11 8.00000 6.79991 1.20009 
12 7.00000 7,57264 -0.52264 ]] 8.00000 5,51769 2,48231 ]i S'SOOOO 6,54195 1,45«05 
15 7,00000 6,33089 0,66911 
}^ §•222°'^ 6.01247 1 9R753 
\l ^'22222 7.01654 -2,01654 
18 ^ , 0 0 0 0 0 7 . 0 7 2 5 3 - 1 , 0 7 2 5 3 
19 8 . 0 0 0 0 0 7 . 1 3 5 1 3 0 : 8 6 4 8 7 
20 I '2222° 7.34909 -0.34909 
21 ^•22222 6.24461 U75539 
22 8 . 0 0 0 0 0 6 . 7 0 3 2 1 1 ,29679 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
b npduO 
a Juo ' )oo 
iJoOOOM 
8,0001 
8,00000 
8,00000 
6,00000 
5,00000 
6,00000 
9,00000 
7,00000 
9,00000 
8,00000 
6,00000 
6,00000 
7.00000 
8,00000 
8,00000 
3,00000 
7,00000 
6,(»0362 
5.96817 
5,81127 
7,49634 
6,17982 
6,21548 
6,68238 
6,84809 
6.88863 
8.59889 
7,62537 
6,88800 
7.52461 
7.10334 
7,00924 
7,14395 
8,05645 
7,72401 
5.62153 
6.31226 
-2 
0, 
I 
1 
-0 
-1 
-0 
0 
-0 
2 
0 
-1 
-1 
-0 
-0 
0 
-2 
0 
I ,60362 
2,03183 
81127 
50366 
82018 
78452 
68238 
84809 
88863 
40111 
62537 
11200 
47539 
10334 
00924 
14395 
n s f, 4 5 
/. ;599 
62153 
68774 
^378 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
36 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
46 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
6,00000 
8,00000 
4,00000 
7,00000 
5,00000 
4,00000 
5,00000 
6,00000 
0,00000 
6.00000 
7.00000 
7,00000 
3,00000 
7,00000 
5,00000 
6,00000 
8,00000 
8,00000 
6,00000 
6,00000 
7,00000 
4,00000 
8.00000 
3.00000 
7,00000 
5.00000 
7,00000 
4,00000 
7,00000 
4.00000 
6.00000 
7,00000 
6,00000 
4,00000 
3,00000 
6,00000 
8,00000 
2,00000 
4,00000 
7,00000 
5,0000-0 
2,00000 
6,51185 
5,31526 
5,51400 
5,93347 
4,83084 
5,49303 
6,21473 
6,23127 
3,20318 
4.59J56 
4,96 .71 
5,77650 
4,55386 
6,87912 
5,69140 
7,20342 
5,96566 
7,23631 
6.28304 
3,42313 
6.68604 
6.59415 
6.14352 
5,36018 
5,30660 
5.39270 
5.88765 
4.61031 
6.45859 
4.85478 
4,85225 
6,68492 
6,53586 
4,85598 
5,38246 
8,11971 
4,99832 
3.85349 
5,88891 
5.86233 
5,69-140 
4.85225 
-0 
2 
* 0 
•» 3 
"o 
-0 
-1 
2 
0 
-0 
2 
0 
-2 
1 
-2 
1 
-0 
1 
-0 
0 
-0 
1 
0 
-0 
-0 
-2 
-2 
3 
-1 
-1 
1 
-0 
-2 
51185 
68474 
51400 
06653 
16916 
49303 
21473 
23)27 
20318 
40844 
,03429 
22350 
55386 
12088 
69140 
20342 
03434 
76369 
28304 
57687 
31396 
59415 
85648 
36018 
69340 
3927( 
11235 
,61031 
54141 
85478 
14775 
31508 
53586 
85598 
38246 
11971 
00168 
85349 
88891 
13767 
69140 
65225 
23 
24 
2^ 
26 
27 
2e 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
if 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
4S 
46 
47 
4B 
49 
5C 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
76 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
h^ 
H^. 
87 
88 
99 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
9fi 
99 
100 
101 
102 
Cl ^ 
J " I 
fi ^ 
'>. 
5. 
6 
7 
5. 
1, 
7 
4 
8 
3 
8 
7 
6, 
5 
7 
7 
4 
9 
H 
7 
4 
5 
7 
3 
8 
8 
9 
5 
6 
6 
7 
6 
8, 
5. 
9 
3, 
8 
7 
4 
3 
6 
H 
6 
7 
8 
8 
6 
5 
9 
H 
f) 
10 
4 
8 
6 
9 
7 
9 
8 
f, 
3 
8 
6 
2 
7 
7 
7 
'' 1 
7. 
0 1 
8, 
7. 
7 
6, 
8 
4 
1 
0(i()(l(j 
n 0 0 C ^; 
u 0 n n, \ 
0"0(ii> 
0 0 0 0 0 
00 OO" 
0 0 0 f.i 0 
00000 
0 0000 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 01; 
00001^ 
OOOoo 
OOOOi) 
00000 
OOOOO 
OOOOO 
OOOOO 
OOOOO 
OOOOO 
0 0 0 0 ^1 
OOOOO 
OOOOO 
,00000 
,00000 
,00000 
OOOOO 
0 0 00 0 
OOOOO 
OOOOO 
OOOOO 
OOOOO 
OOOOO 
,00000 
,00000 
OOOOO 
OOOOO 
OOOOO 
OOOOO 
OOOOO 
OOOOO 
,00000 
OOOOO 
,00000 
,00000 
,00000 
,00000 
,00000 
,00000 
,0000(1 
, 0 0 0 0 0 
.OOOiHi 
,00000 
,00000 
,0000 0 
,00000 
,00000 
.00000 
,00000 
,00000 
,00000 
OOOOO 
OOOOO 
OOOOO 
oooon 
0 0 0 0 U 
000 CO 
OOOO" 
(.1 (.n.l 0 .1 
()000O 
0 0 0 01' 
OOOOO 
ouooo 
OOOOO 
OOOOO 
(MJOOO 
u 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
1.10 0 0 ij 
4 .HbbS-l 
'•,75040 
7. 19809 
5.28883 
b.41036 
1.H2059 
0.78892 
b.60789 
6.81940 
7.00774 
6.02418 
6,81355 
6.42300 
6.47719 
6,78695 
6.91127 
5,95058 
5.54051 
6.23417 
6.66153 
7.1001P 
5.76307 
5.93426 
h.78395 
6.72294 
5.68169 
6,15631 
6.61771 
7.78362 
6.'7721 
6,07 286 
6,71696 
6,14105 
5.83471 
6.56937 
6,10500 
6.12874 
7,27368 
5,99383 
5,83685 
7,04401 
5.72977 
6.43582 
7.23221 
5.32884 
6.58343 
7.12030 
6.25711 
5,72046 
7,06551 
6.38351 
6.95369 
6.62190 
7.23603 
6.76910 
6,59680 
6.36452 
6.01520 
7.48432 
6.75380 
5,76172 
7,13529 
7.37239 
6.52^92 
6.16688 
5.67650 
'1.07820 
6.39169 
6.92h62 
5.13262 
J,71576 
6.98471 
6.50870 
6,13898 
6.53859 
6.06363 
7.34750 
6.36191 
4.79645 
3.76460 
•1. 
3. 
-1 . 
0, 
-" . 
1. 
0. 
-1. 
- 2 . 
" 0 , 
-?. 
1. 
-3. 
1, 
0. 
- 0 , 
- 0 , 
1. 
0. 
- 2 , 
1, 
2, 
I. 
-2. 
- 1 . 
1. 
- 3 , 
1, 
0. 
2. 
-1. 
- 0 . 
1. 
1, 
1. 
1, 
-I. 
0, 
-2, 
2, 
-P. 
- 1 . 
- 3 . 
- 1 , 
2. 
-0 , 
- 0 . 
\: 
- 1 . 
•k 
1 . 
1 . 
3. 
-2. 
1 . 
- 0 . 
1, 
0. 
3, 
0, 
- 1 . 
- 3 , 
1. 
0. 
-2. 
0. 
n^ 
i . 
- 2 . 
0. 
1 . 
1. 
0. 
0. 
- 1 . 
1. 
- 0 . 
- 2 , 
1 4400 
,24960 
1 9809 
,71117 
, 4 1 n 3 b 
! 7941 
, 211 OH 
,60789 
,81940 
,00774 
,02418 
,18645 
,42 300 
,52281 
,21305 
,91127 
,95058 
,45949 
,76583 
,66153 
,89982 
,23693 
,06574 
,78395 
,72294 
,31831 
,15631 
'^m 
,02279 
,87286 
,71696 
,85995 
,16529 
,43063 
,89500 
12874 
;72632 
,99383 
,16315 
,04401 
,72077 
,43582 
,23221 
,67116 
,58343 
.12030 
,74269 
,27'354 
,06551 
38351 
,04631 
37820 
,76397 
,23090 
,59680 
,63548 
,01520 
,51568 
,24620 
,23828 
,86471 
37239 
,52892 
,83312 
12350 
,07820 
,60831 
,07338 
,86738 
,7157*1 
,01529 
,49130 
,86102 
,46141 
,93637 
,34750 
,63809 
,79645 
,76460 
to 
a. 
> 
z 
09 
2 
I S 
< 
o 
m 
a. 
» -
z 
UJ 
o 
D 
a. 
2 
O 
O 
to 
a 
UJ 
> 
z 
c/1 
5 
X 
< 
UJ 
t-
z 
UJ 
o 
(X 
UJ 
D 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
-9i 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
1 OR 
5 . 0 0 0 0 o 
6.00000 
5,00000 
6,00000 
8,00000 
7,00000 
6,00000 
8,00000 
7,00000 
9.00000 
fc.OOOOn 
4,00000 
3.00000 
7,00noo 
3.00000 
8,00000 
8,00000 
8,00000 
4.00000 
7,00000 
7.00000 
7,00000 
6,00000 
7,00000 
5,00000 
7.00000 
10,00000 
9,00000 
8.00000 
5,00000 
6.00000 
8,00000 
8,00000 
7,00000 
8,00000 
7,00000 
8,00000 
5,00000 
6,00000 
5,00000 
5,00000 
7,00000 
7.00000 
6.00000 
3.00000 
2,00000 
8.00000 
7.00000 
4,00000 
3,00000 
7,00000 
4,00000 
6,00000 
6,00000 
8,00000 
7,00000 
6,00000 
7,00000 
7,00000 
8,00000 
8,00000 
7,00000 
6,00000 
6,00000 
8,00000 
3,00000 
5,00000 
8,00000 
7,00000 
6,00000 
4,00000 
5.00000 
4,00000 
9,00000 
4.00000 
6,00000 
4.00000 
3,00000 
9.00000 
7.00000 
4.00000 
«.00000 
3,00000 
3. f)OO0f^  
5.00000 
7. . iinnon 
*>,50548 
^.83373 
4,92165 
6.21085 
6.55590 
5.91545 
6.34078 
6.58372 
7.65323 
6,83799 
5.87717 
6,21127 
5.54496 
9.60381 
5.86346 
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AGr G(<OUP IV h. V 
MULTIPLE; REGRESSION SAMPLE 
SELECTION 1 
VARIABLE 
N O . 
5 
6 
9 
11 
12 
17 
16 
2 0 
21 
23 
D E P E N D E N T 
4 
M E A N 
5.44444 
6.96296 
3.81481 
5.74074 
6.29630 
4.51852 
5.14815 
5.00000 
5.25926 
5.14815 
6,18518 
STANDARD CORRELATION REGRESSION 5TD, ERROR COMPUTEC 
DEVIATION X VS Y COEFFICIENT OF RECCOEF. T VALUE 
1.92820 0,50426 0.27238 0,36341 0,74953 
1.97058 0,55113 0,54593 0,25836 2.11303 
2.05758 0.15464 0,18269 0,31039 0,58859 
2.29703 0.33457 -0,21196 0.35246 -0,60136 
1,93778 0,32535 0,00850 0,28182 0.03015 
1.71801 -0.15077 0.01871 0,33343 0,05612 
1,70302 -0,21618 -0,16018 0.39279 -0.40781 
1.98068 0,20612 0,20014 0.34145 0,58614 
1,74516 0.50554 0,36618 0.49399 0,74126 
1,61015 0,05798 0.04340 0.33350 0,13013 
2.16683 
INTERCEPT -1.04256 
MULTIPLE CORRELATION 0.75075 
STO. ERROR OF ESTIMATE 1.82466 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE REGRESSION 
SOURCE OF VARIATION DEGREES SUM OF MEAN F VALUE 
OF FREEDOM SQUARES SQUARES 
nJJflSyP^''^ "^^ REGRESSION 10 68.80409 6.89041 2.06658 
DEVIATION FROM REGRESSION 16 ' 53,26997 3132937 ^."ooao 
TOTAL 26 122,07407 
MULTIPLE REGRESSION SAMPLE 
SELECTION 1 
1 9,00000 9.09910 -0,09910 
2 8.00000 «.65171 -0,65171 
3 7.00000 5.574J0 1,42590 
4 4,00000 7,15928 -3.15928 
5 9.00000 6.42099 2.57901 
6 5.00000 4.54407 0,45593 
7 6,00000 6.86381 -0,86381 
o 4,00000 5.81912 -1,R191? 
.9 7.00000 8.23962 -1,23962 
10 6.00000 6.4600O -0.46009 
11 7.00000 6.68783 0.31217 
12 9,00000 6.77463 2.22537 
13 6.00000 5.06800 0.93200 
14 10.00000 7.43071 2.56929 
15 8.00000 8.37817 -0,37817 
1^ 3.00000 5.12327 -2.12327 
1] 4.00000 5,38445 -1.3S445 
JS 4.00000 3.06678 0.93322 
1^ 5,00000 4.59970 0.40030 
2; 4.00000 4.17636 -0,17636 
o\ ^HSSS2 7,55637 0:44363 
22 3.00000 4.51007 -1.51007 
J J 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
8.00000 
2.00000 
7,00000 
b.00000 
8,00000 
7.82955 
2.94387 
5,35597 
6.5498] 
6,73258 
0.17045 
-0,94387 
1,64403 
-0,54981 
1.26742 
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